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A B S T R A C T   

Intrusions in posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) are clinically understood as conditioned responses (CRs) to 
trauma-cues; however, experimental evidence for this is limited. We subjected 84 healthy participants to a 
differential conditioned-intrusion paradigm, where neutral faces served as conditioned stimuli (CSs) and aversive 
film clips as unconditioned stimuli (USs). While one group only completed acquisition, another group addi-
tionally received extinction. Subsequently, participants provided detailed e-diary intrusion reports. Several key 
findings emerged: First, participants in both groups re-experienced not only USs but also CSs as content of their 
intrusions. Second, intrusions were elicited by cues resembling CSs, USs, and experimental context. Third, 
extinction reduced probability and severity of US intrusions, and accelerated their decay, and this was partic-
ularly the case in participants showing greater cognitive (US-expectancy) and physiological (SCR) differential 
responding to CS+ vs. CS- at end of acquisition (i.e., conditionability). Similarly, extinction reduced CS-intrusion 
probability and severity, but only in participants with greater cognitive conditionability. These results support 
conditioning’s role in re-experiencing in two critical ways: (1) Conditioning during trauma provides cues that not 
only function as reminder cues, but also as content of intrusions; (2) After strong conditioning, weakening the 
original CS-US relationship via extinction reduces intrusion formation after analogue-trauma.   

1. Introduction 

Intrusive memories, i.e., the involuntary and recurrent retrieval of 
highly aversive events, are common and typically subside over the 
course of days (Steil & Ehlers, 2000). However, they can persist much 
longer and be involved in the development and maintenance of mental 
disorders (Brewin, Gregory, Lipton, & Burgess, 2010). This holds 
particularly in posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), where intrusions of 
the traumatic event(s) constitute a cardinal symptom (American Psy-
chiatric Association, 2013). But what exactly are intrusions, and how do 
they arise? From a clinical perspective, intrusive memories have often 
been conceptualized as conditioned responses (CRs) to cues resembling 
stimuli present during the traumatic event (trauma-related cues; Ehlers 
et al., 2002). Here, we aim to experimentally investigate to what extent 
conditioning processes contribute to intrusive memory formation. 

1.1. Cue-driven nature of intrusions 

A cue-driven nature of involuntary retrieval is already recognized by 
autobiographical memory accounts (i.e., memories about one’s personal 
past). These accounts assume that involuntary retrieval relies on asso-
ciative processes, where cues sharing sensory-perceptual properties with 
the original event are thought to drive automatic activations of episodic 
representations (Berntsen, 2009; Conway, 2001). In the same vein, 
prominent PTSD theories assume that cues sensory-perceptually 
resembling stimuli that were present during or before the traumatic 
event re-activate sensory representations of the traumatic event in the 
form of intrusions (Brewin et al., 2010; Ehlers & Clark, 2000). The 
warning-signal hypothesis (Ehlers et al., 2002) still goes one step further 
in postulating that cues (e.g., approaching footsteps) spatiotemporally 
associated with the traumatic event signaling impending danger (e.g., 
attack) not only function as reminder cues for intrusions, but are 
themselves also contents of intrusions (Ehlers et al., 2002). However, 
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this idea has yet to be tested by experimental research. 

1.2. Pavlovian fear conditioning as a framework for understanding 
intrusions 

One framework for understanding the process through which cues 
associated with a traumatic event become capable of evoking emotional 
responses, and as we argue here, also intrusive memories, is Pavlovian 
conditioning theory (Craske, Hermans, & Vansteenwegen, 2006; De 
Houwer, 2020; Mineka & Oehlberg, 2008). During fear acquisition, 
originally neutral stimuli (conditioned stimuli, CSs; e.g., neutral faces) 
become associated with the traumatic event (unconditioned stimulus, 
US; e.g., exposure to aversive details of a traumatic film) through 
spatial-temporal proximity. Following, these CSs can elicit strong af-
fective and physiological responses (conditioned responses, CRs) in the 
absence of the US. In PTSD, re-encountered CSs may continue producing 
CRs years after the traumatic event. Extinction training aims at gradu-
ally weakening this CS-US association and CRs by repeatedly exposing 
individuals to CSs in the absence of the US (Foa, Steketee, & Rothbaum, 
1989; Pitman et al., 2012; Rothbaum & Davis, 2003). Fear extinction is a 
key procedure of exposure therapy (Vervliet, Craske, et al., 2013), and 
indeed, better fear extinction learning has been found to predict success 
of exposure therapy in anxious individuals (Ball, Knapp, Paulus, & Stein, 
2017; Forcadell et al., 2017; Waters & Pine, 2016). 

In this light, conditioning processes may not only explain how in-
trusions arise after individuals learned a CS-US association (fear acqui-
sition), but also how intrusions can be reduced by weakening this 
association (extinction learning). Taken together, if conditioning pro-
cesses indeed underlie intrusion formation, individuals should report 
trauma-related cues (experimental CSs) as trauma reminder cues; 
moreover, as proposed by the warning-signal hypothesis (Ehlers et al., 
2002), they should also report trauma-related cues as content of their 
intrusions. Further, weakening the CS-US association by introducing an 
extinction training should reduce intrusive memories. 

1.2.1. The relationship between conditionability during trauma and 
intrusions 

According to the cognitive model of PTSD (Ehlers & Clark, 2000), 
persistent PTSD is associated with enhanced fear learning during the 
traumatic event: stronger CS-US associations are thought to facilitate 
trauma-related cues to trigger memories of the event. However, recent 
findings from extinction research allude to a scenario where exhibiting a 
stronger CS-US association after trauma could also prove “beneficial” in 
that it may aid in subsequent exposure-therapy success and durability. 
Specifically, these findings suggested that the success and durability of 
extinction was modulated by the degree to which participants expected 
the US before receiving extinction training; in that a greater expectancy of 
an aversive event before extinction was thought to maximize the 
discrepancy between expectancy and reality (i.e., surprise) during 
extinction, and thereby drive learning/retention of extinction (Culver, 
Vervliet, & Craske, 2015; Struyf, Hermans, & Vervliet, 2018). In this way, 
current evidence raises the possibility that on the one hand, a stronger 
CS-US association during trauma may facilitate subsequent cue-driven 
re-experiencing in the form of intrusions but, on the other hand, enable 
successful and durable extinction and thereby reduce intrusions. 

The present study therefore aims to investigate whether a stronger 
CS-US association, here indexed by conditionability (i.e., the degree to 
which participants respond differently to a danger (CS+) vs safety (CS-) 
cue at the end of fear acquisition; Orr et al., 2000), facilitates intrusion 
formation in individuals who only undergo fear-acquisition but, in 
contrast, reduce intrusions in individuals who receive an immediate 
extinction training after fear acquisition. 

1.2.2. Shortcomings of Pavlovian conditioning in investigating intrusions 

While mixed findings from the fear-conditioning field may relate to 

the use of different methods and samples, it might be the case that 
whereas standard conditioning procedures address the cue-driven na-
ture of fear responses, they do not tap well into the sensory-perceptual 
nature of intrusive memories. Specifically, Pavlovian conditioning pro-
cedures tend to use aversive USs such as electrical stimulation or aver-
sive sounds, and subsequently focus on CS-invoked fear responses, 
leaving out clinically-relevant phenomena such as intrusions as possible 
CRs. As intrusive images of the traumatic event are core symptoms of 
PTSD, in order to optimally model PTSD within fear-conditioning 
studies, it seems imperative to extend the current scope of these 
studies to also include stimuli that allow the study of intrusive imagery 
(Mertens, Krypotos, & Engelhard, 2020). 

1.3. Combining Pavlovian conditioning and trauma-film paradigm to 
investigate intrusions 

In order to overcome these shortcomings, we previously developed 
the conditioned-intrusion paradigm (Wegerer, Blechert, & Wilhelm, 
2013; Wegerer, Blechert, Kerschbaum, et al., 2013). The 
conditioned-intrusion paradigm combines a Pavlovian conditioning 
procedure with the trauma-film paradigm. More precisely, the 
conditioned-intrusion paradigm switches standard shock/aversive tone 
USs with trauma-films, which have been successfully used to induce 
intrusive memories (Holmes & Bourne, 2008; James et al., 2016). By 
integrating a more complex and ecologically-valid US within a differ-
ential fear-conditioning procedure, with neutral auditory cues func-
tioning as CSs (“warning-signals”), the conditioned-intrusion paradigm 
enables studying intrusions as CRs in a controlled experimental setting. 
In specific, following successful fear acquisition, during the so-called 
memory triggering task, CSs are embedded in a neutral soundscape to 
provoke intrusions in a laboratory setting. This task resonates with the 
idea that intrusions are triggered by cues temporally associated with the 
traumatic event, and is congruent with a number of other studies that 
have already successfully elicited intrusions following the trauma-film 
paradigm with reminder cues such as film stills or auditory cues 
(Lau-Zhu, Holmes, & Porcheret, 2018). 

Using the conditioned-intrusion paradigm, we and others have 
already shown that 1) CS+ cues presented during a memory triggering 
task resulted in heightened anxiety and skin conductance responses 
(SCRs), and most importantly, 2) intrusive memories were reported in 
daily life up to one week after acquisition (Streb, Conway, & Michael, 
2017; Wegerer, Blechert, Kerschbaum, et al., 2013). More recently, we 
extended these findings by showing that reduced extinction mediated 
gender differences in intrusion formation during the memory triggering 
task and in daily life (Rattel, Wegerer, et al., 2019). Similarly, we 
showed that participants with sustained differential conditioned 
responding during late extinction in anterior insula and dorsal anterior 
cingulate cortex, two core nodes of the saliency network (Seeley, 2019), 
reported more intrusions during daily life (Miedl et al., 2020). 

1.4. Intrusions as CRs to trauma-related cues: open questions 

While previous studies hint at intrusive memories being triggered by 
CSs, and at impaired extinction of CRs correlating with intrusion for-
mation, they leave some questions unaddressed. First, it is, to the best of 
our knowledge, yet unclear whether CSs can figure as content of intru-
sive memories. Second, while current evidence suggests that CSs may 
trigger intrusions in the laboratory (Rattel, Wegerer, et al., 2019; Streb 
et al., 2017; Wegerer, Blechert, Kerschbaum, et al., 2013), whether this 
also holds in daily life remains unknown. Critically, unlike in the labo-
ratory memory triggering task setting where participants are confronted 
with CSs identical to the original CSs, in daily life, individuals encounter 
stimuli that likely only share some features with the original CSs (Barry, 
Griffith, Vervliet, & Hermans, 2016). Relatedly, it remains to be 
explored whether, and to what extent, other innocuous stimuli sur-
rounding the analogue-trauma, beyond experimental CSs, may elicit 
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intrusions in daily life. Lastly, while we have previously shown that 
attenuated extinction increased intrusion formation (Miedl et al., 2020; 
Rattel, Miedl, et al., 2019), these findings are limited in that they did not 
allow to dissociate whether the link between extinction learning and 
intrusion formation was of causal nature or rather due to a shared un-
derlying vulnerability (e.g., trait anxiety, Clark, Mackay, & Holmes, 
2015; Haaker et al., 2015) that rendered participants not only more 
sensitive to developing intrusions following analogue-trauma, but also 
more likely to show deficient extinction (see Visser, 2020). 

1.5. Current study 

In the current study, we aim at shedding light on these remaining 
questions and thereby extend the experimental investigation of sensory- 
perceptual intrusive images as CRs. For this purpose, we used an adapted 
version of the conditioned-intrusion paradigm (Wegerer, Blechert, Ker-
schbaum, et al., 2013). Here, one neutral face (CS+) was paired with 
short aversive film clips (USs), and another neutral face (CS-) was paired 
with short neutral film clips.1 We opted for using neutral faces instead of 
the so-far used neutral tones (Wegerer, Blechert, Kerschbaum, et al., 
2013) mainly because faces constitute social and evolutionary 
fear-relevant stimuli (Öhman & Mineka, 2001) that are commonly 
encountered during daily life, and work better within a noisy MRI 
setting. Fear-acquisition was followed by an immediate extinction 
phase. Crucially, in order to experimentally investigate extinction effects 
on intrusion formation, one group of participants underwent acquisition 
only (ACQ-only), while another group received extinction (ACQ+EXT). 
Subsequent to the laboratory part of the experiment, participants were 
instructed to report CS intrusions and/or US intrusions, together with 
short content descriptions as well as corresponding reminder cues 
(“triggers”), for four consecutive days in a smartphone e-diary app. 
Within this Pavlovian conditioning experimental setting, we formulated 
a number of hypotheses to further test the assumption that intrusive 
memories can be conceptualized within a conditioning framework. 

1.6. Hypotheses 

1.6.1. CSs as content of intrusive memories 
Firstly, we hypothesized that participants re-experience not only USs 

(i.e., aversive film clips) but also CSs (i.e., innocuous faces associated 
with the USs [CS+]). Given that CRs to cues not associated with the 
aversive USs [CS-], the so-called “safety-cues” are also possible and have 
shown to discriminate healthy individuals from individuals with 
anxiety-related disorders (Craske et al., 2012, 2009; Duits et al., 2015; 
Lissek & van Meurs, 2015), we expected that participants also 
re-experience CS- as intrusive memories in daily life. 

1.6.2. CSs as reminder cues for intrusive memories 
Secondly, we expected that participants occasionally identify 

experimental CSs, next to other innocuous cues associated with the USs, 
such as experimental-context cues, as reminder cues for their intrusive 
memories in daily life. 

1.6.3. Extinction effects on intrusive memories 
Thirdly, we hypothesized that individuals not receiving extinction 

(ACQ-only) should maintain stronger CS-US associations, thereby being 
more likely to form intrusions than participants receiving extinction 
(ACQ+EXT) following fear acquisition. Further, we expected that group 
differences (ACQ-only vs. ACQ+EXT) are moderated by condition-
ability. Specifically, in line with Ehlers and Clark (2000), we assumed 
that greater conditionability at end of acquisition is associated with 

greater intrusive memory formation in ACQ-only participants. However, 
considering findings regarding the positive effect of 
expectancy-violation on extinction success and durability (Culver et al., 
2015; Struyf et al., 2018), we expected that greater conditionability at 
the end of acquisition would be associated with lower intrusion forma-
tion in ACQ+EXT participants. Finally, using multilevel modelling, we 
also explored whether extinction training accelerates the 
well-documented decay of intrusions over time (Rattel, Grünberger, 
et al., 2019; Steil & Ehlers, 2000) and whether participants receiving 
extinction (ACQ+EXT), in dependence of conditionability, displayed a 
more accelerated decay of intrusions over testing days than participants 
not receiving extinction (ACQ-only). We expected to find these effects 
both with respect to US- as well as CS-intrusion formation. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Participants 

The current sample included German-speaking, female students, 
aged between 18 and 35 years. Participants were recruited at the local 
university and through social media as part of a larger project investi-
gating neural mechanisms predictive of intrusive memories. Results on 
this data set, based on the ACQ+EXT group, are reported in Miedl et al., 
2020 and Rattel, Miedl, et al., 2019. Exclusion criteria included current 
mental or neurological disorder, major medical illnesses, and regular 
medication use (except for oral contraceptives). Furthermore, partici-
pants reporting enhanced (more than 2–3 times a week) consumption of 
extremely violent media or blood/injury phobia were excluded. The 
former criterium was used to reduce the odds of including participants in 
whom exposure to aversive film scenes would potentially elicit insuffi-
cient distress. Unlike for instance a painful stimulus, that normally 
provokes a universal unconditioned response (e.g., fear, pain), aversive 
film material may not elicit sufficient distress in everyone. Possible 
candidates in whom this may occur could be participants who are 
habituated to such material by voluntary and frequent exposure to vi-
olent media. All participants provided written informed consent 
approved by the local Ethics Committee prior to participation, and 
received Euro 70 or study credits as compensation. 

2.2. Sample characteristics 

We assessed trait anxiety with the State-Trait-Anxiety Inventory 
(trait and state form, STAI-T; (Spielberger, Gorsuch, & Lushene, 1970), 
German version (Laux, Glanzmann, & Schaffner, 1981)), depressive 
symptoms with the Centre for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale 
(CES-D (Radloff, 1977), German version (Meyer & Hautzinger, 2001)), 
and lifetime adversity with the Traumatic Life Experiences Question-
naire (TLEQ (Kubany et al., 2000); German version (Teegen, 2003)). The 
TLEQ assesses 22 types of potentially traumatic events that may meet 
DSM-5 PTSD criterion A1 definition for a traumatic event. For each 
endorsed event, participants indicated the number of times the event 
was experienced: “never”, “1” to “5”, or “more than five times”. Further, 
we assessed conceptual and data-driven processing during 
analogue-trauma with the Conceptual Processing Questionnaire (CPQ) 
and peritraumatic dissociation with the Peritraumatic Behavior Ques-
tionnaire (Halligan, Michael, Clark, & Ehlers, 2003; Murray, Ehlers, & 
Mayou, 2002). 

2.3. Apparatus and physiological recordings 

Stimulus presentation and behavioral data acquisition were 
controlled by E-Prime 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, 
PA, USA). Skin conductance (SC) was measured using Ag/AgCl elec-
trodes filled with isotonic electrode paste (Boucsein et al., 2012); elec-
trodes were placed on the lower palm of the left hand. Recording of SC 
data was performed with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz using Polybench 

1 Note that although reinforcing the CS- is rather unusual in standard con-
ditioning procedures, in the current study it was necessary for specific fMRI 
analyses (reported in Miedl et al., 2020 and Rattel, Miedl, et al., 2019). 
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1.22 (TMSi, Twente Medical Systems International, EJ Oldenzaal, 
Netherlands), a Porti 32-channels-amplifier (TMSi), and an SC-amplifier 
(Becker Meditec, Karlsruhe, Germany). ANSLAB 2.6 was used for SC 
analysis (Blechert, Peyk, Liedlgruber, & Wilhelm, 2016; Wilhelm & 
Peyk, 2005). 

2.4. General procedure 

After inclusion, participants completed trait questionnaires and rated 
19 neutral faces (Radboud Faces Database; Langner et al., 2010), with 
the two most neutral in valence and least arousing being later used in the 
conditioning procedure as CS+ and CS-, individually selected for each 
participant. Approximately one week later, participants underwent the 
conditioned intrusion paradigm in a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
scanner. Part of the sample was randomly assigned to undertake 
acquisition-only (ACQ-only group, N = 26), while another part was 
allocated to undergo acquisition and immediate extinction (ACQ+EXT 
group, N = 58). The unequal sample size was due to the study’s focus on 
neural processes during extinction (Miedl et al., 2020) and 
cost-constraints. The conditioning procedure was preceded and followed 
by 8-min resting periods. During conditioning, we measured partici-
pants’ skin conductance and acquired experiential ratings. Subsequent 
to conditioning, participants recorded intrusive memories and associ-
ated reminder cues on their smartphones for four consecutive days. On 
the fifth experimental day, participants re-assessed CSs valence. 

2.5. Conditioned-intrusion paradigm 

The current study adopted the previously developed conditioned- 
intrusion paradigm (Wegerer, Blechert, Kerschbaum, et al., 2013) and 
adapted it for functional magnetic resonance imaging (Miedl et al., 
2020; Rattel, Miedl, et al., 2019). For each participant, we randomly 

assigned the two faces that the participants pre-rated as most neutral, 
and least arousing, to serve as CS+ and CS-. While the CS+ was subse-
quently followed by aversive film clips (USs), the CS- was followed by 
neutral film clips. We selected six different aversive film-clips (16s 
duration) as USs to prevent habituation to a single film-clip over 
repeated presentations. These film clips were extracted from commercial 
movies, depicting interpersonal trauma (“Hostel”, 2005, directed by Eli 
Roth; “Antichrist”, 2009, directed by Lars von Trier; and “Scar”, 2007, 
directed by Jed Weintrob), and accidental trauma (”127 h”, 2010, by 
Danny Boyle; “Dantes Peak”, 1997, by Roger Donaldson; and “Final 
Destination”, 2000, by James Wong). Neutral film-clips were closely 
matched with respect to length, number of actors, movements, number 
of film cuts, and sound pitch of background sounds, and depicted people 
in non-violent interactions (two scenes from “Die Frau des Polizisten”, 
2013, by Philip Groening; three scenes from “Trois couleurs: Bleu”, 
1993, by Krzysztof Kieslowski; and one scene from “Trois couleurs: 
Blanc”, 1994, Krzysztof Kieslowski). Each of the six aversive, and each of 
the six neutral film clips was presented twice to each participant. 

2.5.1. Fear conditioning 
Fear conditioning consisted of an acquisition phase for all partici-

pants (ACQ-only and ACQ+EXT participants), and subsequent fear 
extinction for part of the sample (ACQ+EXT participants). At the 
beginning of acquisition, we told participants that “Two faces will be 
shown to you. Both faces are occasionally followed by a short film clip. 
However, only one of the two faces is occasionally followed by an 
aversive film clip”. Fig. 1 depicts the acquisition (a) and extinction (b) 
phases. 

2.5.2. Ratings 
Baseline face ratings. Each participant evaluated 19 faces from the 

Radboud Face Database (Radboud Faces Database; Langner et al., 2010) 

Fig. 1. Examples of conditioning trials of the acquisition (a) and the extinction (b) phases. The acquisition phase (a) started with a blank black screen (ITI of 10–14s), 
followed by a CS presentation of 4s. In reinforced trials, aversive film clips followed the CS+, whereas neutral film clips followed the CS-. In unreinforced trials, no 
film clips followed the CS+ or the CS-. In total, there were 12 CS+ and 12 CS- reinforced trials, and 4 CS+ and 4 CS- unreinforced trials (75% reinforcement rate). 
After the first and second acquisition halves, participants rated CSs on US-expectancy and Valence. The extinction phase (b) immediately followed acquisition in 
ACQ+EXT participants; 16 CS+ and 16 CS- were presented without subsequent film-clips. After the first and second halves of extinction, participants again rated CSs 
on US-expectancy and Valence. Order of film clips and trials were pseudorandomized and counterbalanced across participants, with no more than three stimuli of the 
same type (CS+ and CS-) presented consecutively. 
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on Valence (0 = not unpleasant at all, 100 = very unpleasant) and Arousal 
(0 = not arousing at all; 100 = very arousing). 

Unconditioned responses (UR) to film clips. At the end of the second 
acquisition phase, participants rated aversive and neutral film-clips for 
valence and arousal while seeing reminder pictures from the clips. Nine- 
point Likert-type scales assessed valence (1 = not unpleasant at all, 
9 = very unpleasant) and arousal (1 = very low, 9 = very high). 

Conditioned responses (CR) to CSs. All participants rated valence and 
US-expectancy to CS+ and CS- after first and second acquisition halves; 
ACQ+EXT participants also rated valence and US-expectancy after first 
and second extinction halves. Valence ratings were further provided on 
the fifth experimental day online from home, four days after condi-
tioning (post-assessments). Such post-assessments were omitted for US- 
expectancy, as having participants expecting CSs to be followed by an 
aversive film-clip outside of the experimental context (i.e., outside of the 
MRI scanner, at home) was deemed highly unlikely. 

Again, nine-point Likert-type scales assessed Valence (1 = not un-
pleasant at all, 9 = very unpleasant) and US-expectancy (i.e., degree of 
certainty that the CS would be followed by an aversive film-clip; 
1 = surely not, 9 = surely yes). 

2.6. Ambulatory assessment of intrusive memories and reminder cues 

After the conditioning procedure, participants were instructed to 
register intrusive memories on a smartphone app in an event-based 
manner, i.e., as soon as they occurred (Rattel, Grünberger, et al., 2019) 
for four consecutive days, starting at the evening of the experiment. 
Intrusive memories were defined to participants as “memories about the 
film clips or faces, which could be images, sounds or thoughts about the 
film-clips or faces, but also recurring thoughts or feelings that had been 
present during watching” (Ehring, Fuchs, & Kläsener, 2009; Zetsche, 
Ehring, & Ehlers, 2009). Participants were instructed to report only 
memories occurring spontaneously, i.e., without deliberate recall. For 
each intrusive memory entry, participants were requested to first indicate 
content of intrusion (either to film clips or faces), briefly describe each 
intrusion (e.g., “man in the mountains”), indicate associated distress on a 
visual-analogue scale (0 = not distressing at all, 100 = extremely distress-
ing), as well as modality (visual, auditory, thought, feeling). Further, par-
ticipants were asked whether they identified a reminder cue for the 
intrusive memory (yes, no). In case a cue was identified, participants were 
prompted to briefly describe it (e.g., “saw tools”). 

2.7. Data reduction 

2.7.1. Unconditioned responses (URs) 
URs were operationalized as mean valence and arousal ratings for 

aversive film clips at the end of acquisition. Skin conductance responses 
(SCRs) to aversive films (URSCR) were averaged over the second acqui-
sition half and quantified by subtracting mean baseline skin conduc-
tance level (SCL, − 2 to 0 s relative to the CS onset) from the maximum 
SCL during the 16s film clips, considering only the first presentation of 
each film clip. Average individual UR was calculated by averaging URs 
over all films and normalizing URSCRs using the natural logarithm of 1 +
SCR. Due to technical problems, data from eight participants (ACQ-only: 
N = 2; ACQ+EXT: N = 6) are missing for URSCR analyses. 

2.7.2. Conditionability indices 
For all three conditioned responses (US-expectancy and valence 

ratings; SCR), we calculated differential scores by subtracting second 
acquisition halve (Acq2) CS- values from Acq2 CS+ values (Dunsmoor, 
Prince, Murty, Kragel, & LaBar, 2011; Wegerer, Blechert, Kerschbaum, 
et al., 2013). For conditionability as indexed by SCR (Con-
ditionabilitySCR), average pre-CS baseline SCL (− 2 to 0 s relative to CS 
onset) was subtracted from maximum CS SCL (0–5 s relative to the CS 
onset). ConditionabilitySCR scores were normalized using the natural 
logarithm of 1 + SCR. 

2.7.3. Classification of intrusive memory content 
The partitioning into US and CS intrusions was based on participants 

reports: upon registering their intrusive memory in the app, participants 
were prompted to indicate whether their intrusions pertained to the film 
(US) or face (CS) category. We classified intrusions in two steps. First, 
based on participants’ descriptions provided in the e-diary, intrusive 
memories were classified into 36 subcategories representing possible 
intrusive memory contents; second, based on subcategories defined in 
the first step, intrusive memories were grouped into a total of seven final 
categories: US-interpersonal trauma, US-accidental trauma, US-mixed, 
CS+, CS-, CS-mixed. See Appendix A, Table A, for details on the intru-
sion classification system. 

2.7.4. Classification of reminder cue content 
We defined a classification system where reminder cues for intrusive 

memories could be classified in two domains: (A) according to content, 
and, for descriptive purposes also (B) according to origin. Regarding 
content, we were primarily interested in discriminating cues according 
to elements of the experiment (i.e., USs, CSs, wider experimental context 
cues) they referred to. Accordingly, the classification system included 
four categories, allowing cues to be categorized into stimuli resembling 
(1) USs film-clips; (2) CSs faces; (3) wider experimental context; or lastly 
(4) unspecific elements, not attributable to categories 1–3. Regarding 
trigger origin, cues could be classified into stimuli of (1) external; (2) 
internal; or (3) mixed source. See Appendix B, Table B, for details on the 
cue classification system. 

2.8. Statistical analysis 

We used JASP (JASP Team, 2020) for frequentist analyses and 
R-Studio (RStudio JASP Team, 2020) in R (RCore Team, 2019) for 
estimating Bayesian multilevel models (BMLMs) via the brms package 
using Stan (Bürkner, 2017a; Carpenter et al., 2017). In repeated mea-
sures analyses of variance (RM ANOVAs) significant main-effects and 
interactions were followed by post hoc analyses using Bonferroni’s 
correction. The respective effect sizes were partial eta squared (ƞp

2) and 
Cohen’s d (d). When sphericity was violated as indicated by Mauchly’s 
test, we report the Greenhouse-Geisser corrected P-values and degrees of 
freedom. 

2.8.1. Sample characteristics 
ACQ-only-, and ACQ+EXT-participants were characterized in terms 

of their average age, depressive symptoms (ADS-L), trait and state 
anxiety (STAI-T; STAI-S), the sum score for TLEQ; as well as peri-
traumatic dissociation (PDEQ), and cognitive processing during 
analogue-trauma (CPQ). To examine potential differences between 
groups, we used independent samples t-tests. 

2.8.2. Manipulation checks 
Unconditioned responses. To examine unconditioned responses, we 

used three separate RM ANOVAs for film valence ratings, film arousal 
ratings, and SCRs during film viewing as outcome measures. Film-type 
was added as within-subject factor and, to test for potential group dif-
ferences, Group was added as a between-subject factor in all analyses, 
resulting in three separate 2 (Film-type; aversive/neutral) × 2 (Group; 
ACQ-only/ACQ+EXT) RM ANOVAs. 

Baseline CS ratings. To examine whether CS+ and CS- were indeed 
similar in valence and arousal at baseline, we computed two separate 
RM ANOVAS for each dependent variable (Valence, Arousal), and added 
CS-type (CS+/CS-) as within-subject factor, and Group (ACQ-only/ 
ACQ+EXT) as between-subject factor. 

Acquisition of conditioned responses. To examine the acquisition of 
conditioned responses, we computed three separate RM ANOVAs for 
each dependent variable US-expectancy rating, Valence rating, and SCR 
for CSs, where CS-type (CS+/CS-) and time (first acquisition [Acq1] and 
second acquisition [Acq2] halves) were added as within-subject factors. 
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To examine potential differences in conditioning between ACQ-only and 
ACQ+EXT groups, Group was added as a between-subject factor in all 
analyses, resulting in three separate 2 (CS-type; CS+/CS-) × 2 (Time; 
Acq1/Acq2) × 2 (Group; ACQ-only/ACQ+EXT) RM ANOVAs. 

Extinction of conditioned responses. To test for extinction effects on 
US-expectancy and Valence ratings in the ACQ+EXT group, we extended 
the above-mentioned RM ANOVAS with ratings from the first extinction 
halve (Ext1) and second extinction halve (Ext2), resulting in 2 (CS-type; 
CS+/CS-) × 4 (Time; Acq1/Acq2/Ext1/Ext2) RM ANOVAs. 

Long-term retention of conditioned responses (Valence). To assess 
retention of conditioned responses (i.e., to what extent participants still 
evaluated the CS+ as more unpleasant than the CS- on the fifth exper-
imental day), Valence analyses also included post-assessment (Post) 
ratings, resulting in a 2 (CS-type; CS+/CS-) × 2 (Time; Acq2/Post) RM 
ANOVA. 

2.8.3. Extinction effects on overall US and CS intrusions 
To examine whether, depending on the degree to which participants 

acquired differential CRs to CS+ vs. CS- (i.e., depending on participants’ 
conditionability), ACQ+EXT participants were less likely to report US 
intrusions and/or CS intrusions than ACQ-only participants we esti-
mated Bayesian multilevel regression models (BMLMs) (Gelman et al., 
2013; Gelman & Hill, 2006). We fitted separate BMLMs for each 
outcome (US intrusions, CS intrusions). Akin to previous approaches (e. 
g., Rattel, Miedl, et al., 2019), we operationalized intrusions as “intru-
sion load” consisting of the product of daily intrusion number and 
average distress, which is equivalent to the sum of daily intrusive 
distress. By weighting intrusions for their distress, we procured a more 
clinically-relevant variable, since persistent PTSD is primarily linked to 
intrusions perceived as very distressing (Steil & Ehlers, 2000). Based on 
our theory-based hypotheses, we added three predictors of US intrusions 
and CS intrusions to our models: Group (ACQ-only/ACQ+EXT), Con-
ditionability (indexed by (I) US-expectancy ratings [Con-
ditionabilityUS-EXP], (II) Valence ratings [ConditionabilityVAL], and (III) 
SCRs [ConditionabilitySCR]) from end of acquisition phase, and Day (i.e., 
experimental day on which intrusive memory was registered), as well as 
the interaction Group × Conditionability ×Day. For an overview of 
fitted models please see Appendix C. 

Predictors were centered before being entered in BMLMs: (1) Group 
was effect coded (ACQ-only = − 0.5, ACQ+EXT = +0.5); (2) Con-
ditionability indices were centered to their respective means; and (3) 
Day was centered on the first 24h day after analogue-trauma, i.e., on the 
second experimental day. To account for the dependency between ob-
servations due to repeated measurement of intrusions over participants, 
responses by the same person were modelled with varying intercepts. 
Further, as we expected that the effect of Day (i.e., the decay) on in-
trusions could vary between participants, we added a varying slope for 
the effect of day. Although model comparisons using K-fold cross- 
validation suggested a slightly better predictive ability of random- 
intercept-only than random-slopes models (see Appendix D), as these 
differences were negligible, we opted to maintain a random slope to 
model potential variability in intrusion decay over days between par-
ticipants (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013).2 

To account for the greater than expected (i.e., inflation of) instances 
of zero intrusions in the data, we modelled our data with a hurdle 

lognormal distribution (Li, Elashoff, Robbins, & Xun, 2011; Tooze, 
Grunwald, & Jones, 2002). With this approach, we fitted data in two 
parts where (A) estimates the probability of not experiencing (i.e. zero) 
vs. experiencing (i.e. non-zero) intrusions (hurdle part, modelled with a 
binomial distribution); and where (B) estimates the intrusion load (i.e., 
severity of) intrusions > 0 (lognormal part, modelled with a lognormal 
distribution). 

For a summary of model parameters, we report regression co-
efficients and 95% credible intervals (CIs; i.e., Bayesian confidence in-
tervals). Based upon CIs, we can state that there is a 95% probability that 
the respective parameter falls within this interval, given the evidence 
provided by the data, prior, and model assumptions. Effects were 
considered significantly different from zero if the estimate’s 95% CIs did 
not include zero (this would indicate statistical significance on a 5% 
level). For directed hypotheses, we also estimated the posterior proba-
bility that the parameter of interest was in the expected direction 
(Gelman et al., 2013). As priors we used the weak- or non-informative 
default priors of brms, which have only negligible influence on the ob-
tained results (Bürkner, 2017a, 2017b). We report Bayesian R2 as our 
measure for effect sizes (Gelman, Goodrich, Gabry, & Vehtari, 2019). All 
Bayesian models converged according to common algorithms-agnostic 
(Vehtari, Gelman, Simpson, Carpenter, & Bürkner, 2021) and 
algorithm-specific diagnostics (Betancourt, 2017). Specifically, there 
were no divergent transitions, Rhat < 1.01 and ESS > 400 for all relevant 
parameters. 

2.8.4. Exploratory sub-analyses on intrusive memory classification 
outcomes 

Besides our main analyses on the two main intrusion categories of 
interest (US/CS), we estimated additional explorative BMLMs to inves-
tigate whether (1) CS-type (CS+ vs. CS-) influenced the probability and 
number of CS intrusions, and (2) Movie-type (interpersonal vs. acci-
dental trauma) influenced the probability and number of US intrusions. 
Intrusions were again operationalized as “load” (i.e., intrusion number 
× distress). In both instances, we also tested whether potential effects 
held for ACQ-only and ACQ+EXT participants, and included interaction 
terms between CS-type and Group, and Movie-type and Group to the 
respective models. Given the zero inflation in the response variables, we 
again specified BMLMs with a hurdle lognormal distribution and 
modelled responses by the same person with varying intercepts. Pre-
dictors were effect coded: Group: ACQ-only = − 0.5, ACQ+EXT = +0.5/ 
CS-type: CS- = − 0.5, CS+ = +0.5/Movie-type: accidental = − 0.5, 
interpersonal = +0.5. 

Lastly, to compare the proportion of individuals reporting US vs. CS 
intrusions we fitted a Bayesian binomial logistic regression with weakly 
informative priors (Bürkner, 2017a, 2017b). Here, CS-type (CS- = − 0.5, 
CS+ = +0.5) and Group (ACQ-only = − 0.5, ACQ+EXT = +0.5) were 
entered as predictors, and the proportion of participants reporting in-
trusions was the outcome variable (i.e., the total number of individuals 
experiencing an intrusion within the total number of individuals in each 
Group). For ease of interpretation, we reported exponentiated estimates. 
As exponentiating 0 = 1, 95% CIs were deemed statistically significant if 
the respective interval did not contain 1. 

3. Results 

Results are reported in four sections. The first part describes sample 
characteristics; the second part describes results of analyses of manip-
ulation checks (unconditioned responses, acquisition of conditioned 
responses, extinction of conditioned responses, and long-term retention 
of conditioned responses, Table 2); the third part describes content 
classification outcomes of intrusive memories (Tables 3–4) and 
reminder cues (Table 5); and lastly, the fourth part describes results of 
analyses of extinction effects on US intrusions (Table 6) and CS in-
trusions (Table 7). 

2 Given our previous observations that intrusions tend to be relatively high 
during the first experimental days but monotonically flatten out over the last 
experimental day (Rattel, Grünberger, et al., 2019), we contrasted models 
assuming a linear relationship with a model assuming a monotonic relationship 
between Day and intrusions (Bürkner & Charpentier, 2020). Results of sensi-
tivity analyses (see Appendix E) suggested only negligibly better predictions for 
the monotonic models; and for some CS-intrusion predictions, the linear models 
slightly outperformed the monotonic model. In this light, we decided to report 
the simpler linear models here, instead of the more complex monotonic models. 
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3.1. Sample characteristics 

A final sample of 84 participants was included in the analyses. Of 
these, 26 underwent only the fear-acquisition phase (ACQ-only), and 58 
underwent this same fear-acquisition plus immediate extinction 
(ACQ+EXT). Table 1 displays general characteristics of the sample, 
divided by group. Trait anxiety and depression symptoms were within 
normal ranges. There were no significant differences (all P’s > 0.089) 
between ACQ-only and ACQ+EXT groups in any of these background or 
analogue-trauma reactivity variables. 

3.2. Manipulation checks 

3.2.1. Unconditioned response3 

Participants experienced aversive film clips as more unpleasant 
(M = 7.21, SD = 1.06) than neutral film clips (M = 1.69, SD = 0.87; 
F(1,81) = 1109.32, p < .001, ƞp

2 = 0.873), as well as more arousing 
(M = 6.63, SD = 1.31) than neutral film clips (M = 2.18, SD = 1.13; 
F(1,81) = 370.20, p < .001, ƞp

2 = 0.820). Similarly, SCRs were higher in 
response to aversive than neutral film clips (F(1,74) = 32.94, p < .001, ƞp

2 

= 0.308). These effects held for both ACQ-only and ACQ+EXT partici-
pants, as indicated by non-significant Group × Film-type interactions 
(Valence: F(1,82) = 1.23, p = .264, ƞp

2 = 0.005; arousal: F(1,81) = 0.41, 
p = .525, ƞp

2 = 0.001; SCRs: F(1,74) = 0.10, p = .749, ƞp
2 = 0.001). 

3.2.2. Conditioning procedure 
Fig. 2 displays an overview of ACQ-only- and ACQ+EXT-partici-

pants’ average CS+ and CS- US-expectancy (I) and Valence ratings (II), 
as well as SCRs (III) over the conditioning procedure. Statistical pa-
rameters of analyses are displayed in Table 2. 

3.2.2.1. Baseline CSs ratings. At baseline, analyses suggested that CS+
and CS- did not differ in Valence, and that this was the case both in ACQ- 
only (CS+: M = 47.10, SD = 10.75; CS-: M = 45.56, SD = 10.28) and 
ACQ+EXT (CS+: M = 44.11, SD = 10.33; CS-: M = 45.63, SD = 11.07) 
participants (F(1, 79) = 1.07, p = .305, ƞp2 = 0.013). Analyses further 
suggested that, at baseline, CS+ and CS- also did not differ in Arousal, 
again holding for both ACQ-only (CS+: M = 18.72, SD = 15.85; CS-: 
M = 16.16, SD = 14.48) and ACQ+EXT participants (CS+: M = 19.79, 
SD = 12.41; CS-: M = 21.31, SD = 15.07) participants (F(1, 79) = 1.96, 

p = .165, ƞp2 = 0.024).4 

3.2.2.2. Acquisition of conditioned responses. Self-report. US-expectancy 
(i.e., extent of certainty that an aversive film-clip would follow the CS) 
analyses showed that over acquisition, participants rated CS+ faces as 
more likely than CS- faces to be followed by the US (t(82) = 18.44, 
pbonf < .001, d = 2.01). A CS-type × Time interaction suggested that 
whereas CS+ US-expectancy was identical in Acq1 and Acq2 
(t(82) = − 1.93, pbonf = .329, d = − 0.21), CS- US-expectancy was higher in 
Acq1 than in Acq2 (t(82) = 4.69, pbonf < .001, d = 0.51). These effects 
held for ACQ-only and ACQ+EXT participants, as indicated by non- 
significant CS-type × Time × Group effects. Also, analyses suggested 
no group differences in CS- US-expectancy at Acq1 (t(82) = 0.14, 
pbonf > .999, d = 0.02) and Acq2 (t(82) = − 0.31, pbonf > .999, d = − 0.03), 
or CS+ US-expectancy at Acq1 (t(82) = 0.72, pbonf > .999, d = 0.08) and 
Acq2 (t(82) = 0.76, pbonf > .999, d = 0.08). For details, see Table 2A.I, and 
Fig. 2.I. 

Similarly, Valence (i.e., unpleasantness) analyses suggested that over 
acquisition, participants rated CS+ cues as more unpleasant than CS- 
cues (t(82) = 8.86, pbonf < .001, d = 0.97). A CS-type × Time interaction, 
which was modulated by Group, suggested that whereas ACQ+EXT 
participants perceived the CS- as more unpleasant in Acq1 than in Acq2 
(t(82) = 3.87, pbonf = .004, d = 0.42), ACQ-only participants perceived 
CS- as equally unpleasant in both acquisition halves (t(82) = − 0.71, pbonf 
>.999, d = − 0.8). Despite this difference, ACQ+EXT participants rated 
CS- as unpleasant as ACQ-only participants at Acq1 (t(82) = 1.14, 
pbonf > .999, d = 0.12) and Acq2 (t(82) = − 1.19, pbonf > .999, d = − 0.13). 
Further, participants perceived CS+ as equally unpleasant in Acq1 and 
Acq2 (ACQ-only: t(82) = − 0.95, pbonf > .999, d = − 0.10; ACQ+EXT: 
t(82) = − 2.29, pbonf = .647, d = − 0.25), and ACQ+EXT participants rated 
CS+ as unpleasant as ACQ-only participants at Acq1 (t(82) = − 0.02, 
pbonf > .999, d < 0.01) and Acq2 (t(82) = 0.40, pbonf > .999, d = 0.04). For 
details, see Table 2A.II, and Fig. 2.II. 

Physiology. Regarding physiological responses to CSs, results indi-
cated that over acquisition, participants had higher SCRs to CS+ than 
CS- (t(74) = 3.07, pbonf <.005, d = 0.35). Further, consistent with strong 
non-associative effects of habituation on psychophysiological measures 
(Vervliet, Baeyens, et al., 2013), results indicated a main effect of Time, 
suggesting that participants’ SCRs declined from Acq1 to Acq2 
(t(74) = − 2.47, pbonf = .016, d = − 0.28). There were no group differences 
in SCRs to CS- at Acq1 (t(74) = 0.18, pbonf <.999, Cohens’ d = 0.02) and 
Acq2 (t(74) = − 0.21, pbonf <.999, Cohens’ d = − 0.03), nor to CS+ at Acq1 
(t(74) = − 0.01, pbonf <.999, Cohens’ d < 0.01) and Acq2 (t(74) = − 0.38, 
pbonf <.999, Cohens’ d = − 0.04). Unlike self-report data, analyses did not 
suggest any CS-type × Time or CS-type × Time ×Group interactions. For 
details, see Table2A.III and Fig. 2.III. 

3.2.2.3. Extinction of conditioned responses (ACQ+EXT group). Self- 
report. Both US-expectancy and Valence rating analyses suggested CS- 
type × Time interactions: at Ext2, participants rated CS+ cues as less 
likely to be followed by the US (t(57) = − 2.81, pbonf < .001, d = − 0.37) 
and less unpleasant than at Acq2 (t(57) = − 7.89 pbonf < .001, d = − 1.04), 
suggesting successful extinction of conditioned responses to CS+. 
Conversely, CS- US-expectancy (t(57) = 0.29, pbonf >.999, d = 0.04) and 
Valence ratings (t(57) = 2.10, pbonf >.999, d = 0.28) did not differ from 
Acq2 to Ext2. For details, see Table 2B.I-II, and Fig. 2.I-II. 

Physiology. SCR analyses suggested a main effect of Time, indicating 
that overall participants’ SCR decreased from Acq1 to Ext2 
(t(51) = − 3.82, pbonf = .002, d = 0.53) and from Acq2 to Ext2 

Table 1 
Participants’ general background information, separately displayed for ACQ-only 
(N = 26) and ACQ + EXT (N = 58) participants.   

ACQ-only ACQ+EXT 

M (SD) M (SD) 

Age 21.38 (2.37) 22.90 (4.18) 
ADS-L 8.19 (4.48) 9.83 (5.93) 
STAI-T 33.58 (5.47) 35.10 (6.90) 
Δ STAI-S 1.82 (6.91) 2.88 (9.55) 
TLEQ A1 events 5.77 (3.92) 6.41 (5.84) 

PDEQ 8.81 (6.68) 11.10 (7.75) 

CPQ - CP 16.00 (3.44) 15.29 (3.52) 

CPQ - DD 10.62 (5.35) 11.62 (5.93) 

Note: Abbreviations: ACQ-only = acquisition-only group; ACQ+EXT = acquisi-
tion plus extinction group; ADS-L = General Depression Scale (Long); STAI-T =
Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory-Trait; Δ STAI-S = change score 
Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory-State post minus pre analogue- 
trauma; TLEQ = Traumatic Life Events Questionnaire; A1 event = experience 
of an event or events that involved actual or threatened death or serious injury, 
or a threat to the physical integrity of oneself or others; PDEQ = Peritraumatic 
Dissociation Questionnaire; CPQ = Cognitive Processing Questionnaire; CP =
Conceptual Processing; DD = Data-driven Processing. 

3 UR valence and arousal ratings were missing for N = 1 participant; Analyses 
are thus based on N = 83 participants.  

4 Even though each participant pre-rated CSs on valence and arousal, data of 
three participants is missing at random (N = 2 in ACQ+EXT group, N = 1 in 
ACQ-only group). 
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(t(51) = − 3.30, pbonf = .011, d = 0.45); this reduction of SCRs held for 
both CSs, as indicated by a non-significant CS-type × Time interaction. 
Possibly due to habituation from Acq1 to Acq2, post-hoc tests revealed 
no reduction of SCRs from Acq2 to Ext2. For details, see Table2B.II, and 
Fig. 2.III. 

Long-term retention of conditioned responses (Valence). A CS-type x 
Time interaction suggested that whereas participants perceived CS+
cues as more unpleasant at Acq2 than at post-assessments four days after 
acquisition learning (t(79) = 6.21, pbonf < .001, d = 0.69), participants 
perceived CS- as similarly unpleasant at Acq2 and post assessments 
(t(79) = − 1.51, pbonf = .799, d = − 0.17). Most importantly though, par-
ticipants still rated CS+ as more unpleasant than CS- at post assessments 
(t(79) = 3.86, pbonf <.001, d = 0.43), suggesting retention of differential 
CRs over testing days. Effects were independent of Group, as indicated 
by non-significant CS-type × Time ×Group interactions. For details, see 
Table2C.II, and Fig. 2.II. 

3.3. CSs as content of intrusive memories 

Outcomes of intrusion content classification are detailed in Table 3 
(frequency within categories) and Table 4 (associated distress). For 
better comprehension, we show raw frequency and distress values 
instead of the weighted product of frequency and distress. In the four 
days after the conditioned-intrusion paradigm, around two third of 
participants (77% [N = 20] in ACQ-only, 74% [N = 43] in ACQ+EXT 
group) reported at least one intrusive memory. As expected, participants 
experienced a number of intrusions referring to the USs (ACQ-only: 
M = 2.19, SD = 1.86; ACQ+EXT: M = 1.47, SD = 1.86), but also to the 
CSs (ACQ-only: M = 0.92, SD = 1.76; ACQ+EXT: M = 0.72, SD = 1.32). 

Over both ACQ-only and ACQ+EXT participants, CSs were content of 
almost a third of all reported intrusive memories (see Table 3). Specif-
ically, participants reported intrusions referring to the CS+ (ACQ-only: 

M = 0.54, SD = 1.27; ACQ+EXT: M = 0.29, SD = 0.90), but also to the 
CS- (ACQ-only: M = 0.27, SD = 0.87; ACQ+EXT: M = 0.26, SD = 0.98), 
and, to a lesser extent, to both CSs or to CSs that could not be clearly 
distinguished between CS+ and CS- (ACQ-only: M = 0.12, SD = 0.33; 
ACQ+EXT: M = 0.17, SD = 0.50). Exploratory analyses operationalizing 
intrusions as the product of number and average distress of intrusions 
indicated that participants reported similar amounts of CS+ and CS- 
intrusions (b = 0.50, 95%CI [-0.86, 1.92]), and this was independent of 
Group (b = 0.30, 95% CI [-2.90, 3.34]). Likewise, the probability of 
participants reporting intrusions was identical for CS+ and CS- cate-
gories (b = − 0.79, 95% CI [–4.13, 3.58]), and again this was indepen-
dent of Group (b = 1.72, 95% CI [-1.24, 5.54]). 

The largest proportion of intrusions however referred to the USs 
(Table 3). Indeed, analyses suggested that the odds of participants 
experiencing US intrusions was almost four times greater than the odds 
of experiencing CS intrusions (b = 3.82, 95% CI [1.89, 8.08]). Classifi-
cation outcomes showed that the vast majority of intrusions (n = 203) 
referred to aversive, as compared to neutral (n = 5, reported by four 
individuals) film-clips. In specific, participants reported several in-
trusions referring to the film clips portraying interpersonal trauma 
(ACQ-only: M = 1.12, SD = 1.24; ACQ+EXT: M = 0.90, SD = 1.44), fol-
lowed by film clips portraying accidental trauma (ACQ-only: M = 0.88, 
SD = 1.18; ACQ+EXT: M = 0.41, SD = 0.80). Sporadically, participants 
also reported intrusions that referred to both film-clip types, unclassi-
fiable film clips, or neutral films (ACQ-only: M = 0.19, SD = 0.49; 
ACQ+EXT: M = 0.16, SD = 0.52). Exploratory analyses indicated that 
participants reported increased intrusion severity (operationalized as 
the product of number and average distress of intrusions) of film clips 
portraying interpersonal trauma than intrusions of film clips portraying 
accidental trauma; (b = 0.39, 95%CI [-0.01, 0.78]). This effect of US 
intrusions mostly referring to interpersonal rather than accidental 
trauma held for both ACQ-only and ACQ+EXT participants, as indicated 

Table 2 
Differences in responding to CS+ and CS- during fear-acquisition, fear-extinction, and retention.   

A - Acquistion B - Extinction C - Retention 

MS F(df1, df2) p η2
p MS F(df1, df2) p η2

p MS F(df1, df2) p η2
p 

I US-expectancy 
CS-type 2318.40 339.88(1,82)  < .001 .806 3067.35 269.80(1,57)  < .001 .826     
Time 4.57 4.33(1,82) .041 .050 80.35GG 40.60(2.29,130.77)

GG  < .001GG .416     
CS-type × Time 26.41 19.55(1,82)  < .001 .193 57.51GG 22.69(2.12,119.98)

GG  < .001GG .285     
Group 1.22 0.56(1,82) .456 .007         
CS-type × Group 1.90 0.28(1,82) .599 .003         
Time × Group 0.12 0.11(1,82) .738 .001         
CS-type × Time × Group 0.17 0.13(1,82) .723 .002          

II Valence 
CS-type 684.84 78.45(1,82)  < .001 .489 828.45 52.23(1,57)  < .001 .478 426.22 57.68(1,79)  < .001 .422 
Time 0.17 0.12(1,82) .729 .001 15.74GG 10.49(2.42,137.87)

GG  < .001GG .155 25.69 13.90(1,79)  < .001 .150 
CS-type × Time 9.07 6.66(1,82) .012 .075 25.90GG 16.99(2.43,138.68)

GG  < .001GG .230 69.27 24.74(1,79)  < .001 .239 
Group 0.12 0.03(1,82) .868 <.001     0.95 0.17(1,79) .680 .002 
CS-type × Group 0.18 0.02(1,82) .887 .000     0.06 0.01(1,79) .928 <.001 
Time × Group 3.50 2.51(1,82) .117 .030     0.60 0.33(1,79) .570 .004 
CS-type × Time × Group 7.22 5.30(1,82) .024 .061     6.80 2.43(1,79) .123 .030  

III SCR 
CS-type 0.04 5.64(1,74) .020 .071 <0.01 0.34(1,51) .563 .007     
Time 0.05 6.99(1,74) .010 .086 0.11GG 9.52(2.01,102.39)

GG  < .001GG .157     
CS-type × Time <.01 0.60(1,74) .442 .008 0.01GG 2.66(2.85,145.38)

GG .054GG .049     
Group <.01 0.02(1,74) .900 <.001         
CS-type × Group <.01 0.07(1,74) .799 .001         
Time × Group <.01 0.27(1,74) .603 .004         
CS-type × Time × Group <.01 <.001(1,74) .989 <.001         

Note. F-statistics significantly different from zero are highlighted in bold. Acquisition analyses (a): self-report analyses based on N = 84 participants, SCR-analyses 
based on N = 76 participants. Extinction analyses (b): self-report analyses based on N = 58 participants, SCR-analyses based on N = 52 participants. Retention ana-
lyses (c): analyses based on N = 79 participants due to 5 missing values. Abbreviations: Group = ACQ-only, ACQ+EXT; CS-type = CS+, CS-; Time = first and second 
acquisition halves for Acquisition analyses (a), first and second acquisition and extinction halves for Extinction analyses (b), and second acquisition half and post 
assessments for retention analyses (c); MS = mean square; df = degrees of freedom; GG = Greenhouse-Geisser corrected values; SCR = skin conductance response; 
η2

p = partial eta squared. 
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by a non-significant US-type (accidental/interpersonal) × Group inter-
action (b = 0.17, 95% CI [-0.63, 0.99]). Likewise, the probability of 
intrusion absence was lower for interpersonal-trauma than for 
accidental-trauma intrusions (b = − 0.77, 95% CI [-1.56, 0.05]), though 
this result is associated with some uncertainty. 

Lastly, most intrusions were perceived in multiple sensory modalities 
(44.5%), followed by visual (40.2%), thought (13.9%), feeling (1.0%), 
and auditory (0.5%) modalities. 

3.4. CSs as reminder cues for intrusive memories 

Outcomes of the cue content classification are detailed in Table 5. 
More than half of the participants who reported at least one intrusion 
identified a corresponding reminder cue (60% [N = 12] in ACQ-only, 
56% [N = 24] in ACQ+EXT group). 

Only a few participants of both groups identified CS-reminiscent cues 
(e.g., “seeing a similar face”; “woman on bike”) as reminder cues for 
their intrusions. However, participants identified experimental-context- 
related cues (e.g., “switching on the study phone”; “cables”) as well as 
US-related cues (e.g., “numb arm from laying on it, made me think of 

amputated arm”; „showering and seeing water on the ground”) as 
intrusion reminder cues. Lastly, several cues were of unspecific content, 
as we could not clearly attribute them to elements resembling CSs, USs, 
or the experimental context. In what concerns the origin of reported 
reminder cues, most were of external origin (e.g., “hearing the word 
pain”). 

Altogether, although we identified some instances where partici-
pants reported reminder cues resembling CSs, these were only few, and 
thus results only weakly support our hypothesis that CSs occur as trigger 
to intrusions in daily life. Interestingly though, participants also iden-
tified cues that resembled elements of the US and the general experi-
mental context. Implications of these findings will be discussed. 

3.5. Extinction effects on US and CS intrusions 

We estimated BMLMs to examine the effect of receiving extinction 
(ACQ+EXT) vs. not receiving extinction (ACQ-only) on US- and CS- 
intrusions, and the moderating effect of the degree to which 

Table 3 
Frequency of intrusive memories per content category.   

ACQ-only ACQ+EXT 

Proportion of total intrusions (n = 81) Proportion of participants (n = 26) Proportion of total intrusions (n = 127) Proportion of participants (n = 58) 

US intrusions 
Interpersonal 36% (n = 29) 62% (n = 16) 41% (n = 52) 50% (n = 29) 
Accidental 28% (n = 23) 54% (n = 14) 19% (n = 24) 28% (n = 16) 
Mixed USa 6% (n = 5) 15% (n = 4) 7% (n = 9) 10% (n = 6)  

CS intrusions 
CS+ 17% (n = 14) 23% (n = 6) 13% (n = 17) 17% (n = 10) 
CS- 9% (n = 7) 12% (n = 3) 12% (n = 15) 14% (n = 8) 
Mixed-CSsb 4% (n = 3) 12% (n = 3) 8% (n = 10) 12% (n = 7)  

Total 
US 70% (n = 57) 77% (n = 20) 67% (n = 85) 64% (n = 37) 
CS 30% (n = 24) 38% (n = 10) 33% (n = 42) 41% (n = 24) 

Note: Abbreviations: US = unconditioned stimuli; CS = conditioned stimuli; ACQ-only = acquisition-only group; ACQ+EXT = acquisition plus extinction group. 
a The “mixed US” category includes intrusions referring to a combination of film clips including interpersonal and accidental trauma (n = 4), unclassifiable film clips 

(n = 5), or neutral film clips (n = 5).  

b The “mixed CSs” category includes intrusions referring to both the CS+ and the CS- (n = 3), as well as intrusive memories not clearly assignable to CS+ or CS- 
(n = 10).  

Table 4 
Distress (0 = not distressing at all, 100 = extremely distressing) of intrusive 
memories per content category.   

ACQ-only ACQ+EXT 

M (SD) M (SD) 

US intrusions 
Interpersonal 51.97 (22.03) 49.88 (22.28) 
Accidental 46.33 (26.50) 38.88 (25.96) 
Mixed US 17.62 (10.39) 46.72 (26.65)  

CS intrusions 
CS+ 34.30 (24.00) 53.08 (35.04) 
CS- 13.33 (13.77) 17.25 (15.48) 

Mixed CSs 28.33 (33.47) 31 (22.69)  

Total 
US 48.91 (24.08) 44.51 (24.55) 
CS 29.63 (22.14) 30.60 (28.24) 

Note: Descriptives for distress include participants reporting at least one intru-
sion within the respective category. Abbreviations: US = unconditioned stimuli; 
CS = conditioned stimuli; ACQ-only = acquisition-only group; ACQ+EXT =
acquisition plus extinction group; M = mean; SD = standard deviation. 

Table 5 
Classification outcomes for cues reported in e-diaries over the four experimental 
days, separately for ACQ-only and ACQ+EXT participants reporting at least one 
intrusive memory.   

ACQ-only (N = 20) ACQ+EXT (N = 43) 

Proportion of 
intrusions 
with 
reminder 
cues (n = 24) 

Proportion of 
ACQ-only 
participants 
(n = 20) 

Proportion of 
intrusions 
with 
reminder 
cues (n = 44) 

Proportion of 
ACQ+EXT 
participants 
(n = 43) 

A. Content 
US 25% (n = 6) 25% (n = 5) 39% (n = 17) 26% (n = 11) 
CS 13% (n = 3) 10% (n = 2) 7% (n = 3) 7% (n = 3) 
Experimental 

context 
17% (n = 4) 15% (n = 3) 20% (n = 9) 19% (n = 8) 

Unspecific 46% (n = 11) 45% (n = 9) 34% (n = 15) 21% (n = 9) 

B. Origin 
External 79% (n = 19) 50% (n = 10) 86% (n = 38) 51% (n = 22) 
Internal 17% (n = 4) 20% (n = 4) 9% (n = 4) 9% (n = 4) 
Mixed 4% (n = 1) 5% (n = 1) 5% (n = 2) 5% (n = 2) 

Note: Descriptive and inferential statistics solely included participants reporting 
at least one intrusive memory. The “Unspecific” category includes stimuli not 
resembling the USs, CSs, or wider experimental context. Abbreviations: ACQ- 
only = acquisition-only group; ACQ+EXT = acquisition plus extinction group. 
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participants acquired differential CRs to CS+ vs. CS- (i.e., Condition-
ability, indexed by (I) US-expectancy ratings [ConditionabilityUS-EXP], 
(II) Valence ratings [ConditionabilityVAL], and (III) SCRs [Con-
ditionabilitySCR]). We also investigated the effect of Group and Con-
ditionability on intrusion decay over the four experimental days. 
Regression coefficients and corresponding 95% CIs are given in Table 6 

for models predicting US intrusions, and Table 7 for models predicting 
CS intrusions. Results are split in two parts: one (A) estimating the 
probability of not experiencing (i.e. zero) vs. experiencing (i.e. non- 
zero) intrusions (hurdle part: probability of intrusion absence); and 
another (B) estimating the severity of (i.e. non-zero) intrusions 
(lognormal part: intrusion severity). 

Table 6 
Bayesian multilevel model predicting US intrusions by Group (ACQ-only/ACQ+EXT), Conditionability (indexed by (I) US-expectancy ratings, (II) Valence ratings, (III) 
SCRs), and Day.   

(A) Hurdle  (B) Lognormal    

b 95% CI SDb 95% CI PP b 95% CI SDb 95% CI PP R2 95% CI 

I: Conditionability indexed by US- 
expectancy           

0.31 [0.17, 
0.45] 

(Intercept) 0.53 [-0.13, 
1.21] 

1.09 [0.52, 
1.69]  

4.40 [3.67, 
4.41] 

0.70 [0.49, 
0.92]    

Day 0.46 [0.02, 
0.93] 

0.29 [0.01, 
0.78] 

0.98 − 0.07 [-0.29, 
0.15] 

0.21 [0.02, 
0.44] 

0.75   

Group 0.86 [0.04, 
1.72]   

0.98 − 0.06 [-0.53, 
0.42]   

0.59   

ConditionabilityUS-EXP − 0.04 [-0.35, 
0.25]    

0.16 [-0.00, 
0.33]      

Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP 0.05 [-0.30, 
0.41]   

0.62 ¡0.22 [-0.42, 
-0.01]   

0.98   

Group × Day − 0.36 [-0.92, 
0.18]    

− 0.31 [-0.65, 
0.01]      

ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day 0.16 [-0.03, 
0.37]    

0.07 [-0.02, 
0.16]      

Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day − 0.17 [-0.41, 
0.07]    

− 0.07 [-0.21, 
0.07]       

II: Conditionability indexed by Valence           0.31 [0.17, 
0.45] 

(Intercept) 0.51 [-0.14, 
1.19] 

1.07 [0.50, 
1.67]  

4.01 [3.65, 
4.39] 

0.70 [0.49, 
0.93]    

Day 0.45 [-0.01, 
0.94] 

0.29 [0.01, 
0.79] 

0.97 − 0.09 [-0.32, 
0.14] 

0.25 [0.03, 
0.49] 

0.78   

Group 0.86 [0.06, 
1.70]   

0.98 − 0.02 [-0.50, 
0.45]   

0.54   

ConditionabilityVAL − 0.04 [-0.26, 
0.17]    

0.11 [-0.02, 
0.23]      

Group × ConditionabilityVAL 0.10 [-0.16, 
0.37]   

0.78 − 0.05 [-0.21, 
0.11]   

0.71   

Group × Day − 0.35 [-0.91, 
0.20]    

− 0.30 [-0.65, 
0.03]      

ConditionabilityVAL × Day 0.09 [-0.05, 
0.24]    

0.03 [-0.05, 
0.11]      

Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day − 0.10 [-0.29, 
0.07]    

− 0.03 [-0.14, 
0.09]       

III: Conditionability indexed by SCR           0.36 [0.22, 
0.47] 

(Intercept) 0.41 [-0.22, 
1.07] 

0.93 [0.28, 
1.58]  

4.00 [3.57, 
4.42] 

0.80 [0.59, 
1.04]    

Day 0.41 [-0.05, 
0.91] 

0.34 [0.02, 
0.87] 

0.96 − 0.14 [-0.05, 
0.91] 

0.14 [0.01, 
0.38] 

0.92   

Group 0.90 [0.11, 
1.76]   

0.99 − 0.01 [-0.55, 
0.53]   

0.52   

ConditionabilitySCR − 7.06 [-15.87, 
0.72]    

− 0.64 [-4.94, 
3.63]      

Group × ConditionabilitySCR 11.49 [2.06, 
22.09]   

0.99 − 0.37 [-5.84, 
5.03]   

0.55   

Group × Day − 0.20 [-0.79, 
0.38]    

¡0.38 [-0.71, 
-0.06]      

ConditionabilitySCR × Day 1.83 [-3.87, 
7.85]    

0.56 [-1.28, 
2.28]      

Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day 1.25 [-6.03, 
8.62]    

¡3.30 [-5.91, 
-0.44]      

Note. Models I-II based on N = 84; Model III based on N = 76 (ACQ-only: N = 24; ACQ+EXT: N = 52). Coefficients are considered significantly different from zero if the 
corresponding 95% CI does not contain zero, and are highlighted in bold. The model’s hurdle part (A) predicted the probability of US-intrusion absence; The lognormal 
part of the model (B) predicted US-intrusion severity. Abbreviations: b = regression coefficient; CI = credible interval; SDb = standard deviation of the varying in-
tercepts and slopes across subjects, higher estimates suggest that intrusions on the first day after analogue-trauma (Intercept) and their change over time (Day) varied 
substantially across participants; PP = posterior probability that the effect is in the expected direction; ACQ-only = acquisition-only participants; ACQ+EXT: 
acquisition plus extinction participants; US-EXP=US-expectancy; VAL = valence; SCR = skin conductance response. 
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Table 7 
Bayesian multilevel model predicting CS intrusions by Group (ACQ-only/ACQ+EXT), Conditionability (indexed by (I) US-expectancy ratings, (II) Valence ratings, (III) SCRs), and Day.   

(A) Hurdle  (B) Lognormal    

b 95% CI SDb 95% CI PP b 95% CI SDb 95% CI PP R2 95% CI 

I: Conditionability indexed by US-expectancy           0.40 [0.22, 0.53] 
(Intercept) 2.71 [0.68, 4.20] 2.02 [1.16, 3.18]  3.38 [2.78, 3.98] 0.64 [0.17, 1.05]    
Day 0.38 [-0.40, 1.25] 0.49 [0.02, 1.23] 0.82 0.17 [-0.26, 0.58] 0.14 [0.01, 0.43] 0.20   
Group 0.23 [-1.21, 1.70]   0.63 − 0.04 [-0.79, 0.69]   0.53   
ConditionabilityUS-EXP ¡0.30 [-0.90, -0.22]    0.23 [-0.06, 0.53]      
Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP 0.63 [0.05, 1.31]   0.98 ¡0.32 [-0.64, -0.01]   0.98   
Group × Day − 0.21 [-1.09, 0.65]    − 0.22 [-0.73, 0.31]      
ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day 0.11 [-0.23, 0.45]    − 0.17 [-0.44, 0.10]      
Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day − 0.18 [-0.55, 0.19]    0.19 [-0.09, 0.48]       

II: Conditionability indexed by valence           0.40 [0.21, 0.56] 
(Intercept) 2.79 [1.55, 4.38] 2.16 [1.27, 3.36]  3.44 [3.65, 4.39] 0.64 [0.12, 1.10]    
Day 0.41 [-0.42, 1.31] 0.48 [0.02, 1.23] 0.84 − 0.15 [-0.64, 0.35] 0.15 [0.01, 0.46] 0.73   
Group 0.16 [-1.39, 1.69]   0.59 0.02 [-0.75, 0.75]   0.48   
ConditionabilityVAL − 0.26 [-0.70, 0.15]    0.09 [-0.16, 0.34]      
Group × ConditionabilityVAL 0.37 [-0.11, 0.89]   0.94 − 0.12 [-0.39, 0.16]   0.80   
Group × Day − 0.26 [-1.16, 0.61]    0.05 [-0.54, 0.64]      
ConditionabilityVAL × Day 0.12 [-0.40, 0.14]    0.09 [-0.11, 0.28]      
Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day 0.08 [-0.21, 0.39]    − 0.09 [-0.30, 0.13]   0.79    

III: Conditionability indexed by SCR           0.40 [0.20, 0.59] 
(Intercept) 2.65 [1.42, 4.19] 2.09 [1.20, 3.36]  3.51 [2.88, 4.13] 0.63 [0.10, 1.09]    
Day 0.36 [-0.45, 1.25] 0.50 [0.02, 1.27] 0.81 − 0.06 [-0.50, 0.40] 0.17 [0.01, 0.50] 0.61   
Group 0.09 [-1.44, 1.61]   0.55 − 0.03 [-0.82, 0.72]   0.53   
ConditionabilitySCR − 12.60 [-30.49, 2.08]    1.03 [-4.80, 6.77]      
Group × ConditionabilitySCR 15.89 [-1.09, 36.21]   0.97 − 0.52 [-7.29, 6.27]   0.57   
Group × Day − 0.20 [-1.11, 0.66]    − 0.04 [-0.60, 0.49]      
ConditionabilitySCR × Day 2.18 [-6.70, 11.86]    1.36 [-1.89, 4.60]      
Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day − 4.32 [-15.12, 5.94]    − 1.84 [-6.32, 2.50]      

Note. Models I-II based on N = 84; Model III based on N = 76 (ACQ-only: N = 24; ACQ+EXT: N = 52). Coefficients are considered significantly different from zero if the corresponding 95% CI does not contain zero, and are 
highlighted in bold. The model’s hurdle part (A) predicted the probability of US-intrusion absence; The lognormal part of the model (B) predicted US-intrusion severity. Abbreviations: b = regression coefficient; 
CI = credible interval; SDb = standard deviation of the varying intercepts and slopes across subjects, higher estimates suggest that intrusions on the first day after analogue-(Intercept) and their change over time (Day) 
varied substantially across participants; PP = posterior probability that the effect is in the expected direction; ACQ-only = acquisition-only participants; ACQ+EXT: acquisition plus extinction participants; US-EXP=US- 
expectancy; VAL = valence; SCR = skin conductance response. 
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3.5.1. US intrusions 
Analyses estimating the probability of intrusion absence suggested that 

ACQ+EXT participants showed a higher probability of US-intrusion 
absence following analogue-trauma than ACQ-only participants: This 
main effect of Group was present in all three models regardless of how 
Conditionability was indexed (bA.I = 0.86, 95%CI [0.04, 1.72]; bA. 

II = 0.86, 95%CI [0.06, 1.70]; bA.III = 0.90, 95%CI [0.11, 1.76]). Results 
revealed no substantial main effects of Conditionability on US-intrusion 
absence (Table 6A.I-III). However, when Conditionability was indexed 
by SCR (Table 6A.III), the effect of Group on the probability of US- 
intrusion absence was moderated by participants’ Conditionability (bA. 

I = 11.49, 95%CI [2.06, 22.09]): As can be seen from Fig. 3A. III, while 
ACQ-only participants with higher ConditionabilitySCR displayed a 
lower probability of US-intrusion absence, ACQ+EXT participants with 
higher ConditionabilitySCR showed a higher probability of US-intrusion 
absence. When Conditionability was indexed by US-expectancy 
(Table 6A.I, Fig. 3A. I) or Valence ratings (Table 6A.II, Fig. 3A.II), re-
sults suggested no such moderation effects of Conditionability on the 
relationship between Group and the probability of US-intrusion absence. 

Results of analyses estimating the severity of US intrusions were too 
weak to support a main effect of Group or Conditionability (Table 6BI- 
III). However, when Conditionability was indexed by US-expectancy 
(Table 6B.I) results indicated that Conditionability moderated the 

effect of Group on US-intrusion severity (bB.I = − 0.22, 95%CI [-0.42, 
− 0.01]): As shown in Fig. 3B⋅I, whereas ACQ-only participants with 
higher ConditionabilityUS-EXP reported more severe US intrusions, 
ACQ+EXT participants with higher ConditionabilityUS-EXP reported less 
severe US intrusions. When Conditionability was indexed by Valence 
ratings (Table 6B.II, Fig. 3B.II) or SCR (Table 6B.III, Fig. 3BIII), 
moderation effects of Conditionability on the relationship between 
Group and US-intrusion severity yielded approximately the same di-
rections as when indexed by US-expectancy, yet as confidence intervals 
included zero, effects are associated with large uncertainty.5 

Regarding the expected US-intrusion decay over the four experi-
mental days, results suggested an increasing probability of US-intrusion 
absence over days, but this was only significant when Conditionability 
was indexed by US-expectancy (bA.I = 0.46, 95%CI [0.02, 0.93]). The 
same pattern of results, though associated with larger uncertainty, 
emerged when Conditionability was indexed by Valence (Table 6A.II) or 
SCR (Table 6A.III). Analyses suggested no interaction effects between 

Fig. 2. US-expectancy (I) and Valence (II) ratings, as 
well as SCR (III) to CS+ vs. CS- over the conditioning 
procedure, plotted separately for ACQ-only (left 
panel) and ACQ+EXT participants (right panel). 
Rating scales for US-expectancy ranged from 1 
(surely not) to 9 (surely yes) and for Valence ranged 
from 1 (not unpleasant at all) to 9 (very unpleasant). 
Error bars represent standard errors of the mean. 
Abbreviations: ACQ-only = acquisition-only group; 
ACQ+EXT = acquisition plus extinction group; SCR 
= skin conductance response; ln = normalized by 
natural logarithm transformation; μS = microSie-
mens; Acq1 = first acquisition halve; Acq2 = second 
acquisition halve; Ext1 = first extinction halve; Ext2 
= second extinction halve; Post = five days after 
analogue-trauma.   

5 Expected means for whole models, which are a function of both zero 
(hurdle) and non-zero (lognormal) parts of the models (i.e., US intrusions 
predicted by Group and Conditionability including both zero and non-zero re-
sponses) are depicted in Fig. F⋅I in Appendix F. 
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Group, Conditionability, and Day on the probability of US-intrusion 
absence (Table 6A.I-III, Fig. 4A.I-III). In what concerns the decay of US- 
intrusion severity over days, evidence is uncertain but also points towards 
the expected decay of US-intrusion severity over days (Table 6B.I-III). 
Further, when Conditionability was indexed by SCR (Table 6B.III) ana-
lyses indicated a Group ×Day interaction (bB.III = − 0.38, 95%CI [-0.71, 
− 0.06]), which was further modulated by ConditionabilitySCR, as indi-
cated by the Group × ConditionabilitySCR ×Day interaction (bB. 

III = − 3.30, 95%CI [-5.91, − 0.44]). As depicted in Fig. 4B.III, ACQ+EXT 
participants exhibited a more accelerated decay of US-intrusion severity 
than ACQ-only participants, but only when displaying higher Con-
ditionabilitySCR. Again, the effects of Group × ConditionabilityUS- 

EXP ×Day (Table 6B.I, Fig. 4B⋅I) and Group × ConditionabilityVAL ×Day 

(Table 6B.II, Fig.B⋅II) on US-intrusion severity yielded the same direction, 
but were weaker and associated with larger uncertainty, as indicated by 
wider CIs.6 

Together, results regarding the estimation of US intrusions suggested 
that ACQ+EXT participants, in comparison to ACQ-only participants 
showed an overall higher probability of US-intrusion absence; in part, this 
effect of extinction was stronger in participants displaying higher 
physiological (SCR) conditionability. Further, ACQ+EXT participants 

Fig. 3. Solid lines depict fitted values of the US intrusions, Group, and Conditionability regressions. Shaded areas represent 95% credible intervals. Left panels (A) 
depict the probability of US-intrusion absence (estimated by the model’s hurdle part; higher values indicate greater probability of US-intrusion absence), predicted by 
Group and ConditionabilityUS-EXP (I), ConditionabilityVAL, (II), and ConditionabilitySCR (III). Right panels (B) depict US-intrusion severity (estimated by the model’s 
lognormal part; higher values indicate greater US-intrusion severity) predicted by ConditionabilityUS-EXP (I), ConditionabilityVAL, (II), and ConditionabilitySCR (III). 
For illustrative purposes and better appreciation, plots depict non-mean-centered Conditionability estimates. Abbreviations: ACQ-only = acquisition-only partici-
pants; ACQ+EXT = acquisition plus extinction participants; US-EXP = US-expectancy; VAL = Valence; SCR = skin conductance response; US = uncondi-
tioned stimuli. 

6 Expected means for whole models (i.e., US intrusions predicted by Day, 
Group, and Conditionability including both zero and non-zero responses) are 
depicted in Fig.F⋅II in Appendix F. 
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showed a lower US-intrusion severity when displaying higher cognitive 
(US-expectancy) conditionability. Lastly, ACQ+EXT participants 
exhibited an accelerated decay of US-intrusion severity over experimental 
days, but only when displaying higher physiological conditionability. 

3.5.2. CS intrusions 
Regarding the probability of CS-intrusion absence, analyses showed 

no main effect of Group (Table7A.I-III). Instead, when Conditionability 
was indexed by US-expectancy, results suggested a main effect of Con-
ditionabilityUS-EXP (bA.I = − 0.30, 95%CI [-0.90, − 0.22]), where partic-
ipants displaying higher ConditionabilityUS-EXP at end of fear acquisition 
had a lower probability of CS-intrusion absence. This effect was further 
modulated by Group, as indicated by a Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP 
interaction (bA.I = 0.63, 95%CI [0.05, 1.31]). As can be seen from 
Fig. 5A. I, whereas ACQ+EXT participants with higher Con-
ditionabilityUS-EXP shower a higher probability of CS-intrusion absence, 
ACQ-only participants showed a slightly lower probability of CS- 

intrusion absence when displaying higher ConditionabilityUS-EXP. This 
pattern became more apparent in the lognormal part of the model, when 
estimating the severity of experienced CS intrusions (bB.I = − 0.32, 95%CI 
[-0.64, − 0.01]): while ACQ+EXT participants with higher Con-
ditionabilityUS-EXP reported less severe CS intrusions, ACQ-only partic-
ipants with higher ConditionabilityUS-EXP reported more severe CS 
intrusions. Note that although this pattern of effects was also visible 
when Conditionability was indexed by Valence (Table 7B.II, Fig. 5B⋅II) 
and SCRs (Table 7B.III, Fig. 5B.III), effects were weaker and associated 
with larger uncertainty as respective credible intervals contained zero.7 

Similar to the results concerning US intrusions, models predicting CS 

Fig. 4. Solid lines depict fitted values of the US intrusions, Group, and Conditionability regressions. Shaded areas represent 95% credible intervals. Left panels (A) 
depict the probability of US-intrusion absence (estimated by the model’s hurdle part; higher values indicate greater probability of US-intrusion absence), predicted by 
Day, Group and ConditionabilityUS-EXP (I), ConditionabilityVal, (II), and ConditionabilitySCR (III). Right panels (B) depict US-intrusion severity (estimated by the 
model’s lognormal part; higher values indicate greater US-intrusion severity) predicted by Day, Group, and ConditionabilityUS-EXP (I), ConditionabilityVAL, (II), and 
ConditionabilitySCR (III). Abbreviations: ACQ-only = acquisition-only participants; ACQ+EXT = acquisition plus extinction participants; US-EXP = US-expectancy; 
VAL = Valence; SCR = skin conductance response; US = unconditioned stimuli. 

7 Expected means for whole models, which are a function of both zero 
(hurdle) and non-zero (lognormal) parts of the models (i.e., CS intrusions 
predicted by Group and Conditionability including both zero and non-zero re-
sponses) are depicted in Fig. F⋅II in Appendix F. 
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intrusions revealed only weak, uncertain effects for CS-intrusion decay 
over experimental days, suggesting an increased probability of CS- 
intrusion absence over days (Table 7A.I-III), as well as a decreasing 
severity of CS intrusions over days (Table 7B.I-III). However, here the 
decay of CS intrusions over days was not modulated by Group nor 
Group × Conditionability. 

Overall, analyses predicting CS intrusions largely replicated the 
pattern of results from analyses predicting US intrusions, albeit effects 
were generally weaker and associated with larger uncertainty. As such, 
results only modestly support our hypothesis by suggesting that 
ACQ+EXT participants with higher cognitive (US-expectancy) Con-
ditionability showed (1) higher probability of CS-intrusion absence and 
(2) less severe CS intrusions in the aftermath of analogue-trauma than 
ACQ-only participants. 

4. Discussion 

The current study aimed to investigate the role of conditioning 
processes in the development of intrusive memories. Results largely 

supported the general hypothesis that intrusions can be successfully 
conceptualized within a conditioning framework since: (1) CSs were re- 
experienced as intrusions and (2) occasionally served as reminder cues 
for intrusions; and (3) ACQ+EXT participants were overall less likely to 
experiencing US intrusions and showed a steeper decay of US intrusions 
than ACQ-only participants. In part, these extinction effects were greater 
in participants showing higher physiological (SCR) and cognitive (US- 
expectancy) differential responses to CS+ vs. CS- by the end of fear 
acquisition (i.e., higher conditionability). ACQ+EXT participants only 
experienced reduced CS intrusions when displaying high cognitive 
conditionability at the end of acquisition. 

4.1. CSs as content of intrusive memories 

About one third of all reported intrusions in daily life were about CSs, 
i.e., cues that signaled aversive film clips (USs) or neutral film-clips 
during the conditioning procedure. As far as we know, this is the first 
experimental study showing that previously neutral stimuli, after being 
temporally associated with an aversive event, re-appear as intrusive 

Fig. 5. Solid lines depict fitted values of the CS intrusions, Group, and Conditionability regressions. Shaded areas represent 95% credible intervals. Left panels (A) 
depict the probability of CS-intrusion absence (estimated by the model’s hurdle part; higher values indicate greater probability of CS-intrusion absence), predicted by 
Group and ConditionabilityUS-EXP (I), ConditionabilityVAL, (II), and ConditionabilitySCR (III). Right panels (B) depict CS-intrusion severity (estimated by the model’s 
lognormal part; higher values indicate greater CS-intrusion severity) predicted by predicted by Group and ConditionabilityUS-EXP (I), ConditionabilityVAL, (II), and 
ConditionabilitySCR (III). For illustrative purposes and better appreciation, plots depict non-mean-centered Conditionability estimates. Abbreviations: ACQ-only =
acquisition-only participants; ACQ+EXT = acquisition plus extinction participants; US-EXP = US-expectancy; VAL = Valence; SCR = skin conductance response; CS 
= conditioned stimuli. 
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memories during daily life. This finding concurs well with patient 
studies showing that primarily stimuli signaling the onset of the trau-
matic event, the so called warning signals of the traumatic event, are re- 
experienced as intrusive memories (Ehlers et al., 2002; Hackmann, 
Ehlers, Speckens, & Clark, 2004). Similarly, also reports from 
PTSD-treatment-seekers suggested that the majority of intrusions 
referred to hotspots (i.e., worst moments of the traumatic memory) that 
mainly related to themes representing a general threat of injury and 
death. For example, one hotspot was about a scaffold smashing a car 
window during an accident, a moment when the victim thought “I’ll be 
decapitated” (Grey & Holmes, 2008; Holmes, Grey, & Young, 2005), and 
thereby signaled something bad that was yet about to happen, rather 
than the incident per se (i.e., the car accident). 

Interestingly, we observed that participants’ intrusions did not only 
refer to the conditioned danger cue (CS+), but to some extent also to the 
conditioned safety cue (CS-), possibly reflecting impaired inhibition of 
fear responding (Davis, Falls, & Gewirtz, 2000) but, at least in part, also 
transfer (or generalization) of conditioned fear from the learned danger 
cue to a resembling stimulus (i.e., with shared features regarding for 
instance category, shape, size, duration). Indeed, enhanced responding 
to conditioned safety cues has been shown to be a robust conditioning 
correlate (Duits et al., 2015; Lissek et al., 2009, 2005; Lissek & van 
Meurs, 2015) and predictor (Craske et al., 2012) of anxiety-related 
disorders. As such, considering that CRs to conditioned safety cues 
seem to be an intrinsic part of anxiety-related disorders, it is not sur-
prising that individuals also re-experienced CS- as intrusive memories. 
In fact, this suggests that intrusions may constitute CRs not only to 
stimuli that were directly associated with the traumatic event, but also 
to stimuli sharing features with the danger cue (here: a similar face; but 
note that the current study did not include a similarity gradient for more 
than two stimuli to unambiguously prove this; testing this hypothesis 
with appropriate generalization stimuli would be an important endeavor 
for future research). 

The majority of reported intrusions referred to USs. In particular, US 
intrusions mostly alluded to film clips portraying interpersonal trauma, 
less to film clips portraying accidental trauma. This side finding bridges 
analogue trauma-film research with a consistent body of clinical evi-
dence showing that interpersonal trauma confers greater risk for the 
development of PTSD symptomatology than non-interpersonal trauma 
(Breslau, 2001; Michopoulos et al., 2019). At first sight, the predomi-
nance of US intrusions relative to CS intrusions in the current sample 
may seem to stand in contrast with PTSD patient studies where in-
trusions mostly represented stimuli that were present shortly before the 
worst moment (Ehlers et al., 2002; Hackmann et al., 2004). Within the 
warning-signal hypothesis, through temporal association with the 
traumatic event, these stimuli became predictors of the event, and 
thereby induce a sense of serious current threat (Ehlers et al., 2002). An 
inherent difference between our analogue-trauma study and patient 
studies relates to the degree of threat experienced during the traumatic 
event. While highly aversive, our analogue-trauma situation never en-
dangered participants. As such, although our CS+ elicited stronger CRs 
than the CS- during fear acquisition and participants still evaluated the 
CS+ as more unpleasant than the CS- on the fifth experimental day, the 
strength of our CRs was obviously far away from reaching the magnitude 
of CRs elicited after real-life trauma where, for instance, approaching 
footsteps signal impending life-threatening torture or abuse. In this way, 
on the one hand, it does not seem surprising that only a small proportion 
of intrusions referred to CSs. On the other hand, the fact that even with 
relatively “harmless” USs, approximately a third of all intrusions in this 
study did refer to CSs seems remarkable and highlights the importance 
of associative learning processes during trauma as potential mechanism 
underlying the nature of intrusive memories. 

A reason that may have contributed to the fact that we observed a 
non-negligible proportion of CS intrusions may relate to our choice of 
using naturalistic neutral faces, rather than for instance geometric fig-
ures, as CSs. In line with evolutionary accounts, faces pertain to a cluster 

of stimuli that may be highly fear-relevant (Desimone, 1991; Rolls, 
1992). In specific, faces can provide information that is vital for a rapid 
defense recruitment in case of danger (e.g., angry and threatening look 
on perpetrator’s face just before attack elicits fear, but also defensive 
behaviors that may prove to be essential for survival; Öhman & Mineka, 
2001). As such, faces seem to constitute phylogenetically relevant and 
salient warning signals of danger. Some PTSD patients’ reports are 
indeed in line with this idea of faces constituting salient sources of in-
formation of danger vs. safety, and thus also content of intrusive 
memories. For instance, one patient reported that a particular expres-
sion on his assailant’s face made him realize that he would never see his 
wife again; this look on his assailant’s face was subsequently content of 
his intrusions (Hackmann et al., 2004). Thus, there may have been 
“evolutionary preparedness” that aided our participants in forming a 
faster and/or more durable association between face CS-US that, in the 
current study, not only translated in cognitive, evaluative, and physio-
logical CRs, but also in, given the relatively mild US, a number of 
intrusive-image-CRs. 

4.2. CSs as reminder cues for intrusive memories 

Participants recognized a reminder cue for almost half of their in-
trusions. Although some of these cues indeed referred to stimuli 
resembling CSs, they mostly referred to an array of other stimuli, 
including elements resembling USs or the wider experimental context. 
The finding that cues beyond experimentally introduced CSs can trigger 
intrusions extends previous studies examining intrusions in response to 
explicit experimental CSs (Rattel, Wegerer, et al., 2019; Streb et al., 
2017; Wegerer, Blechert, Kerschbaum, et al., 2013). Although only the 
CS+ was experimentally paired with USs, from the participants’ 
perspective a broader range of cues was spatiotemporally associated 
with the aversive elements of the film clips. For instance, within the 
aversive film clips participants also observed neutral items such as water 
on a bathroom floor and tools, and were exposed to loud fMRI noises and 
electric skin conductance cables within the wider experimental context. 
Since these cues were effectively present during analogue-trauma and 
thus predicted the occurrence of particularly aversive events within the 
film clips, they likely also functioned as CSs. Subsequently, cues 
resembling these CSs, such as one’s own bathroom or loud noises, may 
have triggered intrusions in daily life. Noteworthy, a considerable part 
of reported reminder cues was not attributable to either CSs, USs, or 
wider experimental context. Some cues may thus have resulted from 
individuals generalizing their fear to novel stimuli resembling the CS 
and/or pairing new stimuli to the CS (i.e., second-order conditioning), 
which then became able to evoke emotional responses (Keane, Zimering, 
& Caddell, 1985; Lissek & van Meurs, 2015). Potentially, these processes 
also partially account for the absence of reported cues for about half of 
intrusions. The inability to recognize reminder cues for intrusive mem-
ories agrees with clinical observations that PTSD patients often fail to 
spot triggers, as intrusions seem to “come out of the blue” (Ehlers & 
Clark, 2000; Ehlers, Hackmann, & Michael, 2004). While it is certainly 
possible that some intrusions appeared without an eliciting cue, the 
spread of cues beyond the original CSs likely occurs without the in-
dividual’s awareness, and thus makes it harder for the individual to 
recognize reminder cues. Concomitantly, as Ehlers and Clark (2000) 
suggest, there may be particularly strong perceptual priming for stimuli 
that were spatiotemporally associated with the traumatic event, result-
ing in a reduced perceptual threshold for these stimuli. Consequently, 
such cues often remain unnoticed. Altogether, our results support 
contemporary conceptualizations of PTSD in suggesting that, via tem-
poral and spatial contiguity, individuals’ emotional responses became 
conditioned to a wide array of stimuli present before (CSs, experimental 
context) or during (stimuli resembling elements of the aversive film 
clips) the analogue-trauma (Charney, Deutch, Krystal, Southwick, & 
Davis, 1993; Ehlers & Clark, 2000; Ehlers et al., 2002; Foa et al., 1989; 
Keane et al., 1985). We argue that these stimuli, by signaling the 
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occurrence of an aversive event, acquired the ability to activate the 
“analogue-trauma” memory in the form of intrusions. Overarchingly, 
our findings also support other theories assuming a cue-driven nature of 
involuntary retrieval (Berntsen, 2009; Brewin et al., 2010; Conway, 
2001). 

4.3. Extinction effects on intrusive memories 

Receiving immediate extinction reduced the probability and severity 
of US intrusions and accelerated their decay after analogue-trauma. In 
part, these extinction effects were stronger in participants who physio-
logically (SCR) and cognitively (US-expectancy) differentiated better 
between CS+ and CS-, i.e., showed higher conditionability by the end of 
fear acquisition. More precisely, extinction reduced the probability of 
experiencing US intrusions particularly in participants showing high 
physiological conditionability, and reduced US-intrusion severity in 
participants showing higher cognitive conditionability. Further, 
extinction accelerated the decay of US-intrusion severity in participants 
with higher physiological conditionability. Results indicated the 
reversed pattern for ACQ-only participants, for whom higher physio-
logical conditionability increased the probability of experiencing US 
intrusions; and a higher cognitive conditionability increased US- 
intrusion severity. Also, in ACQ-only participants a higher physiolog-
ical conditionability slowed down the decay of US-intrusion severity. 
With regard to CS intrusions, in participants with higher cognitive 
conditionability, receiving extinction reduced the probability of expe-
riencing CS intrusions and reduced CS-intrusion severity. We elaborate 
on these findings below. 

Extinction effects on intrusion formation may be explained by 
extinction training forming a new inhibitory CS-noUS association that 
suppresses the original CS-US association (Craske, Treanor, Conway, 
Zbozinek, & Vervliet, 2014), subsequently weakening CRs to CSs. 
Considering the conceptualization of intrusive memories as CRs to CSs, 
it follows that by inhibiting the original CS-US association one would 
also reduce intrusions. Importantly, extinction effects were nuanced by 
conditionability levels, a pattern that appears to match previous ob-
servations of fear extinction studies where extinction training was more 
effective (Culver et al., 2015) and more durable (Struyf et al., 2018) 
when participants showed higher US-expectancy at the start of extinc-
tion. In line with the Rescorla-Wagner model (Rescorla & Wagner, 
1972), the authors argued that higher US-expectancy at the start of 
extinction enhanced learning by maximizing prediction errors, i.e., the 
discrepancy between what was expected to occur (US following CS) and 
what actually occurred (no US following CS). According to these prin-
ciples of prediction-error learning, ACQ+EXT participants who were 
better at discriminating between CS+ and CS- by the end of 
fear-acquisition may have been more ‘surprised’ upon US absence, and 
these larger prediction errors may have potentiated extinction learning. 

The more recent latent cause model however challenges the view 
that larger prediction errors necessarily lead to better extinction 
learning, let alone to unlearning of the original CS-US association 
(Dunsmoor, Niv, Daw, & Phelps, 2015; Gershman, Monfils, Norman, & 
Niv, 2017). Instead, according to this model, prediction errors need to 
hit a ‘sweet spot’ where they are just large enough to cause discrepancy 
in what was expected and what actually occurred so that the original 
CS-US association is weakened, but small enough to avoid that partici-
pants partition acquisition and extinction trials into statistically distinct 
clusters (i.e., infer distinct ‘latent causes’). This idea of inferring ‘causes’ 
for observations (here, CSs, USs configurations) lays at the heart of the 
latent cause model and defines whether individuals will update an 
existing memory or create a new one. In the case of US absence in 
extinction, individuals try to infer what caused the surprising event: If a 
new latent cause is inferred for this experience, a new CS-noUS memory 
is formed; however, if the latent cause of the old experience (from 
acquisition) is inferred, the original CS-US memory is updated. Whether 
a new latent cause is inferred is influenced by the aforementioned 

prediction errors (Gershman et al., 2017; Gershman & Niv, 2012). In our 
data, a factor that may have contributed to prediction errors not being 
too large was our 75% reinforcement rate at acquisition, which may 
have rendered extinction not too discrepant from acquisition. In this 
way, the first extinction trials may not have surprised participants 
enough to partition these trials to a distinct cluster, but instead consti-
tuted intervals where participants contemplated about US absence, 
resulting in gradual weakening of the original CS-US association. 
Moreover, the fact that extinction trials immediately followed acquisi-
tion trials may have ‘glued’ these trials together as one entity, for which 
a common, rather than a distinct latent cause would be more likely 
(contiguity principle, Gershman et al., 2017). It would be interesting for 
future studies to use computational modelling methods to investigate 
whether individuals who are more likely to create new inhibitory 
memories instead of updating the original fear memory are indeed more 
likely to showing more intrusive memories. 

Critically, but also in line with our expectations, this pattern of 
higher cognitive and physiological conditionability during acquisition 
functioning as a “resilience factor” for intrusive memory formation in 
ACQ+EXT participants reversed in ACQ-only participants. More spe-
cifically, while greater conditionability at the end of fear-acquisition 
(likely reflecting stronger original CS-US associations; Ehlers & Clark, 
2000; Orr et al., 2000) may have potentiated prediction-error driven 
extinction learning in those participants who were actually given the 
opportunity to undergo extinction (ACQ+EXT participants) on the one 
hand, on the other hand may have left participants who did not undergo 
extinction (ACQ-only participants) with stronger original CS-US asso-
ciations that facilitated unintentional cue-driven retrieval of the event. 
Noteworthy, although the overall pattern in this study suggested a 
negative association between conditionability at the end of fear acqui-
sition and intrusion formation in participants receiving extinction, this 
may not invariably hold over experiments, situations, nor individuals. 
Factors such as the magnitude of prediction-errors might, according to 
latent cause models, play an important role in determining the dura-
bility of extinction (Gershman et al., 2017). Another challenge is that 
some individuals maintain sustained responding during extinction 
which, as we have already observed on several occasions (Miedl et al., 
2020; Rattel, Wegerer, et al., 2019; Wegerer, Blechert, Kerschbaum, 
et al., 2013), has been positively associated with intrusion formation. 
Similarly, also in PTSD, increased conditioned responding during 
extinction (Blechert, Michael, Vriends, Margraf, & Wilhelm, 2007; 
Wessa & Flor, 2007) may reflect a tendency to maintain strong CS-US 
associations that, potentially, facilitate prompter triggering of CRs 
upon re-encountering trauma-related cues in the environment. Unrav-
elling factors and boundary conditions that may lead to deficient 
extinction in certain individuals, but not in others, remains an important 
goal for future studies. 

It should be noted that extinction effects were only modulated by 
conditionability as indexed by US-expectancy ratings and SCR, not by 
valence ratings. Similarly, a previous study also found that variation in 
US-expectancy, but not objective and subjective fear responses (as 
measured by electromyography and ratings of CS fear) positively pre-
dicted long-term extinction retention (Brown, LeBeau, Chat, & Craske, 
2017). It is well recognized that outcome measures in fear conditioning 
research diverge (e.g., Lonsdorf et al., 2017). While US-expectancy vs. 
SCR constitute rather explicit vs. implicit measures of fear learning and 
dissociations between the two have been reported in a number of par-
adigms (e.g., Schultz & Helmstetter, 2010), some studies have also re-
ported synchrony between them. In specific, US-expectancy and SCR 
have shown to diverge from other measures such as startle responses and 
fear ratings (Sevenster, Beckers, & Kindt, 2014; Soeter & Kindt, 2011). 
In line with these authors and others (Blechert, Michael, Williams, 
Purkis, & Wilhelm, 2008; Hamm & Weike, 2005), such divergences may 
mirror that conditioned responding in the form of US-expectancy ratings 
and SCR more closely reflects contingency awareness and declarative 
memory of the CS-US association than measures of emotional response 
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such as valence ratings. Hypothetically, prediction-error driven extinc-
tion learning may thus specifically depend on a strong declarative CS-US 
association representation, and less on an affective responding. 

Interestingly, although we observed an immediate reduction of 
evaluative conditioning (EC, i.e., change in valence of CS after being 
paired with the aversive US) immediately after extinction, in the long 
term (i.e., four days after fear acquisition), all participants, regardless of 
whether they had received extinction or not, still rated the CS+ as more 
unpleasant than the CS-. This concurs with some other studies showing 
that even though extinction may reduce EC effects, this might occur at a 
slower rate than other forms of Pavlovian conditioning (Blechert et al., 
2008; Hofmann, De Houwer, Perugini, Baeyens, & Crombez, 2010). 
Considering the process of prediction-error driven extinction learning, 
we speculate that the persistence of EC could relate to the possibility of 
the mere absence of an aversive US not inducing enough of a “surprise” 
to update the CS-valence representation. While US-absence may 
certainly induce enough surprise to update US-expectancy (participants 
expecting the US are surprised because the US does not follow the CS+
anymore) and SCR, participants may need more than the mere absence 
of an aversive US (e.g., a positive US) in order to produce large enough 
discrepancy for prediction errors to drive extinction of negative valence 
appraisals. 

Finally, CS-intrusion effects, although overall reflecting the pattern 
of results of US intrusions, were weaker and associated with larger un-
certainty (i.e., Group effects only became apparent when considering 
US-expectancy conditionability as a moderator). As discussed above, the 
overall number of reported CS intrusions was relatively low, and thus we 
may have lacked statistical power to detect individual differences in CS- 
intrusion development. We specifically observed some floor effects in 
ACQ-only participants, which may have arisen from the smaller sample 
size of this group. Conclusions regarding CS intrusions should thus be 
interpreted with caution until replicated in a larger sample and/or in a 
prospective study where individuals encounter more intense and threat- 
eliciting USs that may, as previously discussed, evoke more CS intrusions 
than relatively mild, non-endangering USs. 

Overarchingly, our results thus suggest that individuals who showed 
greater conditionability during acquisition, and were then randomly 
assigned to an extinction group, were protected from intrusion forma-
tion following analogue-trauma compared to participants randomly 
assigned to an ACQ-only group. On the one hand, these findings are 
consistent with our previous correlational studies (Miedl et al., 2020; 
Rattel, Wegerer, et al., 2019; Wegerer, Blechert, Kerschbaum, et al., 
2013) in that extinction learning indeed seems to play an important role 
in intrusive memory formation. On the other hand, the novel experi-
mental manipulation of CS-US association strength through extinction 
supports the hypothesis that conditioning processes may function as a 
causal igniting factor for intrusive memory formation. 

We investigated the effects of receiving immediate extinction where, 
unlike in exposure therapy, acquired fear memories are not yet consol-
idated (McKenzie & Eichenbaum, 2011). Even though allowing a longer 
timeframe between fear memory acquisition and (re-)exposure to 
fear-eliciting stimuli (CS) would have provided a better analogue model 
of exposure therapy, studies implicating extinction learning as a central 
and predictive process of exposure therapy success (Ball et al., 2017; 
Forcadell et al., 2017; Waters & Pine, 2016) may permit some tentative 
thoughts on the extent to which our findings can potentially inform 
clinicians using exposure therapy protocols for treating intrusive mem-
ories after trauma. Altogether, if we assume extinction as central process 
of exposure therapy, our finding that extinction reduced the probability 
of intrusive memory development after trauma may support exposure 
therapy as a useful intervention for reducing intrusions after trauma. 
More importantly though, in line with some exposure therapy protocols 
(Craske, Hermans, & Vervliet, 2018), our findings partially also suggest 
that success in reducing intrusions through exposure may depend on the 
extent to which US absence actually constitutes a violation of expec-
tancies and reliably generates prediction errors during extinction. In line 

with the latent cause model (Gershman et al., 2017), a future challenge 
may lie in finetuning those prediction errors so that individuals do not 
infer a new latent cause for US absence (i.e., believe that “the CS predicts 
the US as reliably as it did before, but something else is temporarily 
preventing the US from happening”) and form a new memory, but 
instead infer the old latent cause (i.e., “the CS no longer/less reliably 
predicts the US”) and thus update the original fear memory. In this re-
gard, some techniques that may prevent participants from inferring a 
new latent cause could be reactivating the traumatic memory 
pre-exposure (e.g., with reminder cues or imaginal exposure to the fear 
memory) and approximating the extinction procedure to acquisition (e. 
g., using an occasional reinforced extinction protocol). While these 
techniques are already used and recommended in clinical practice to 
optimize extinction learning (Craske et al, 2014, 2018; Dunsmoor et al., 
2015), it remains unclear whether their success is, as here proposed, 
linked to memory modification or strengthened inhibitory learning. To 
unravel these questions and advance research in this field, a potential 
first necessary step might be to detect a neurobiological marker of 
persistent memory alteration in such experiments. 

4.4. Limitations 

A number of other potential limitations needs to be contemplated. 
First, our two experimental groups differed in size. A bigger sample size 
of the ACQ+EXT group was acquired as part of a larger neural mecha-
nism investigation (reported in Miedl et al., 2020; Rattel, Miedl, et al., 
2019), but for practical reasons impossible for the ACQ-only group. As 
such, statistical power to detect effects in the ACQ-only group may have 
been reduced relative to the ACQ+EXT group. Current results should 
thus be regarded with some caution and replicated in a larger sample. 

Second, another potential limitation is that, in relation to ACQ-only 
participants, ACQ+EXT participants spent additional time in the MRI in 
order to undergo extinction training. We purposely refrained from 
administering a filler-task or prolonged resting period to avoid potential 
effects on memory consolidation, i.e., the post-encoding time window of 
about 6h or more during which memory remains labile before transfer 
into longer term memory (Nader & Einarsson, 2010; Schiller et al., 
2010). The field’s infancy prevented us from unanimously excluding the 
possibility that specific tasks (James et al., 2016), or even prolonged 
resting-state following the analogue-trauma (Humiston, Tucker, Sum-
mer, & Wamsley, 2019), could have influenced memory consolidation in 
some unwanted ways. Possibly, the reduced time in the MRI could have 
led to a scenario where ACQ-only participants perceived the 
analogue-trauma situation as less stressful/aversive, thereby implicating 
reduced intrusions; this scenario was, however, not supported by the 
current results. 

Third, we opted for immediate extinction to ensure maximal exper-
imental control over the time subsequent to fear-acquisition. Since ev-
idence regarding the timing between acquisition and extinction in 
humans is mixed (Lonsdorf et al., 2017; Vervliet, Craske, et al., 2013), 
we cannot be certain whether our results would also replicate if 
extinction had been delayed. While greater passage of time between 
acquisition and extinction may allow memory consolidation processes to 
promote the formation of distinct yet flexible emotional memory traces 
that confer an ability to recall extinction (i.e., CS-noUS association) and 
thereby reduce return of fear in the form of intrusive memories, sepa-
rating acquisition and extinction in time may, as discussed within latent 
cause models (Gershman et al., 2017), render it more difficult for in-
dividuals to infer the “acquisition latent cause” during extinction and 
hamper updating of the original fear memory. To test this question, it 
would be important to repeat the current study with a longer time 
window between acquisition and extinction. Importantly, including a 
longer time window between acquisition and re-exposure to CS would 
better approximate extinction to exposure therapy (Forcadell et al., 
2017), and thereby scrutinize whether the here hypothesized clinical 
implications indeed hold true. 
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Fourth, the generalizability of these findings is limited by a non- 
clinical sample of young female individuals. We previously observed 
that men respond differently to aversive film clips than women (Wilhelm 
et al., 2017) and show reduced intrusions following a conditioning 
experiment (Rattel, Wegerer, et al., 2019), thus it may be of interest to 
investigate whether our results also hold in a mixed sample. A related 
problem is that we did not control for current and past PTSD/intrusion 
symptomatology. Although the absence of group differences in the 
number of previous adverse life events, trait anxiety, and depression 
symptoms, as well as in peritraumatic dissociation and processing style 
reduce the possibility that residual PTSD-like symptomatology may have 
played a role in the current results, we cannot with certainty exclude this 
possibility. 

Fifth, the total number of intrusions was relatively low in the present 
sample. This could be related to our event-based assessment method (i. 
e., intrusion and associated distress is registered upon occurrence), 
which depends on participants evaluating whether or not a memory of 
the analogue-trauma (films or faces) was indeed an “intrusion” and thus 
merits reporting, or rather just a fleeting, negligible event. Indeed, 
previous research has suggested possible underestimation of symptoms 
when using event-based assessments, particularly for less severe symp-
toms (Takarangi, Strange, & Lindsay, 2014). In contrast however, 
another study did not support significant differences in intrusion fre-
quency and distress reports when event-based vs. prompted time-based 
(i.e., intrusion report per observation period) assessment methods were 
used (Rattel, Grünberger, et al., 2019). Further, even though aversive 
film clips were rated as more unpleasant and arousing than neutral film 
clips, another reason for low number of intrusions could be related to 
insufficiently distressing film clips. However, in this regard, it seems 
pertinent to ask whether intrusive memories are even tied to aversive 
distressing events, or whether also neutral (experimental) situations 
could elicit intrusive memories in certain individuals (e.g., high rumi-
nators, see Xia & Evans, 2020). If this was the case, could it be that we 
merely captured normative spontaneous memories that have little to do 
with pathological intrusions as found in PTSD? More precisely, to what 
extent do our analogue-trauma intrusions reflect clinically-relevant in-
trusions vs. normative intrusions? And, do findings on our short-lasting 
analogue-trauma intrusions also contribute to the understanding of 
long-lasting intrusions in PTSD? 

Regarding the first question, - to what extent our analogue-trauma 
intrusions reflect pathological intrusions -, we believe that it is impor-
tant to underline that even those intrusions that later persist and are 
considered pathological, begin by being normal reactions following a 
traumatic event. Critically, studies suggest that whether or not in-
trusions persist is not predicted by how frequently they occur after 
trauma (Kleim, Ehlers, & Glucksman, 2007), but rather by how dis-
tressing they are (Clohessy & Ehlers, 1999; Ehlers & Steil, 1995; 
Michael, Ehlers, Halligan, & Clark, 2005). Following, individuals’ de-
gree of distress experienced during intrusions may be a good early in-
dicator of whether intrusions persist and turn into a clinically-relevant 
phenomenon (if distress is high) or are rather fleeting events (if distress 
is low). As such, here we went beyond using mere intrusion frequency as 
outcome of interest, and instead focused on “intrusion load” (i.e., sum-
med daily distress of intrusive memories). In this way, while we inves-
tigated intrusions that were still normative, we integrated a more 
“pathologically-relevant” aspect of these intrusions, and thereby hope to 
have been able to shedding light on aetiological mechanisms that are 
also relevant for more persistent, clinically-relevant pathological in-
trusions. In parallel, we attempted to move closer towards 
clinically-relevant intrusions by having a four-day-long intrusion 
assessment period. While this is still a very short time period, an 
important question is whether, and to what extent, insights on fleeting, 
relatively mildly distressing intrusions observed in the lab do not 

already translate to the persistent, extremely distressing intrusions 
observed in the clinic. Testing this expectation would however be an 
important next step. For example, in high-risk groups such as police or 
emergency health care workers, it would be interesting to assess to what 
degree factors predicting intrusive memory formation and development 
in an analogue-trauma setting remain relevant/predictive after a 
real-life traumatic event. More precisely, it could be examined whether 
stronger conditionability patterns during the acquisition phase of an 
analogue-trauma influence intrusive memory development after a 
real-life traumatic event, whether this can be modulated by exposure 
therapy; and ultimately influences whether or not someone develops 
PTSD. By these means, the clinical translation of our findings might be 
tested. 

5. Conclusions 

Together, our experimental results support the conceptualization of 
intrusive memories within a conditioning framework: (1) Neutral 
stimuli (CSs) temporally associated with analogue trauma (US) were re- 
experienced as intrusive memories and (2) occasionally functioned as 
reminder cues for intrusive memories. Perhaps most importantly, (3) 
weakening conditioned responses to CS through extinction reduced the 
probability of intrusions to film clips, reduced their severity, and 
accelerated their decay. These extinction effects were modulated by 
cognitive and physiological conditionability (i.e., differential US- 
expectancy and SCRs) at the end of acquisition, which may have aided 
prediction-error driven extinction learning. Extinction also reduced the 
probability of intrusions to CSs and reduced their severity, but only in 
participants with higher cognitive conditionability. As such, our 
experiment provides further support for fear conditioning playing a role 
in intrusion formation. However, it is obvious that it does not explain all 
of the variance of reported intrusions, indicating that there are addi-
tional processes at work. Further, our series of studies providing cu-
mulative support for a conditioning framework for understanding 
intrusions and novel insights on mediating mechanisms and boundary 
conditions such as risk and protective factors (Miedl et al., 2020; Rattel, 
Miedl, et al., 2019; Rattel, Wegerer, et al., 2019; Wegerer, Kerschbaum, 
Blechert, & Wilhelm, 2014; Wegerer, Blechert, Kerschbaum, et al., 
2013) does not preclude the possibility that future studies may falsify 
this theoretical assumption. 

From a clinical perspective, this study provides novel data and in-
sights on factors contributing to several qualitative and quantitative 
aspects of intrusion development. Results provide further support for 
using exposure-based therapy for successful reduction of intrusive 
memories after trauma. In specific, findings underline the importance of 
dismantling reminder cues of intrusive memories (Ehlers & Clark, 
2011), using strategies that allow expectancy violations during extinc-
tion (Craske et al., 2018; Struyf et al., 2018), and approximating 
extinction to acquisition (e.g., via occasional reinforced extinction, 
Craske et al., 2018; Gershman et al., 2017). 
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Appendices. 

Appendix A. Intrusion classification system 

Step 1: Classification of intrusive memories into subcategories 
We defined a classification system where intrusive memories could be categorized into 36 subcategories, as detailed in Table A (second column). 

Based on each brief intrusive memory description provided by participants, the first author and a second independent rater who did not run the study 
categorized intrusive memories into one of the pre-defined subcategories. Agreement among raters was excellent (Cohen’s kappa = 0.80). In case of 
disagreement, the first author’s rating was used. 

Step 2: Classification of intrusive memories into final categories 
Based on the classification into the 36 categories, intrusive memories were subsequently grouped together into seven final, broader categories. 

Intrusive memories concerning the US were grouped into three categories based on the type of trauma: (1) “interpersonal trauma” (2) “accidental 
trauma”, or (3) “mixed US”, when intrusions could not be clearly attributed to either interpersonal or accidental trauma, referred to neutral film clips, 
or were unclassifiable. Intrusive memories concerning CS cues remained separated into (4) “CS+” and (5) “CS-“, with a further category (6) “mixed 
CS” comprising intrusive memories referring to both CS+ and CS- and/or intrusive memories whose description did not allow for a clear distinction 
between CS+ and CS- face. A final category (7) “others” comprised intrusive memories whose description did not match any CS face.  

Table A 
Definition of Intrusive Memory Categories and Examples of Descriptions in the Diary  

Final Categories Comprised subcategories Example of intrusions reported in e-diary 

US 1.Interpersonal 
trauma 

“Hostel”; 
“Antichrist”; 
“Scar”; 
any combination of two or more of these scenes.* 

“man tied to chair is being tortured by older man” 
“woman inserts screws into man’s leg” 
“woman finds dead boyfriend in the bathroom” 
“man with cut throat on bathroom floor; screwing leg; man tied to a 
chair” 

2.Accidental 
trauma 

“127-Hours”; 
“Dantes Peak”; 
“Final Destination”; any combination of two or more of these scenes* 

“man in the mountains cuts off his arm” 
“war, man and woman in a car” 
“plane crashing” 
“man cuts his own flesh, woman screams in car” 

3. Mixed any combination of interpersonal-trauma scenes and accidental-trauma scenes; 
neutral film-scenes; 
any intrusion whose description did not allow clear attribution to a specific 
film-scene. 

“screwing on someone’s leg; man is separating his own arm from his 
body” 
“woman in café” 
“blood streaming down body” 

CS 4. CS+ intrusion whose description matched individuals’ CS+ face. “woman with starring gaze (brown hair)” 
“woman shown before the unpleasant movies” 

5. CS- intrusion whose description matched individuals’ CS- face. “woman with light blonde hair” 
“neutral woman who was shown mostly before neutral movies” 

6. Mixed Intrusion referring to both CS+ and CS- together; any intrusion whose 
description did not allow clear distinction between CS+ and CS- face. 

“woman with blond hair and woman with brown hair” 
“face perceived as more pleasant” 

Others Intrusive memories whose description clearly did not match any of the 
experimental CS-faces or US-films 

“blond tall woman” (individualized CSs did not include a blond 
woman; height was not perceivable from face pictures). 

Note: “Any combination of two or more interpersonal scenes” = e.g., Hostel/Antichrist, Hostel/Scar/Hostel/Antichrist & Scar; “Any combination of two or more 
accidental scenes” = e.g., 127-Hours/Dantes Peak, 127-Hours/Final Destination, 127-Hours/Dantes Peak/Final Destination. The intrusive memory coded as “others” 
was excluded from subsequent analyses. 

Appendix B. Intrusive memory reminder cue classification system 

Based on each brief reminder cue description provided by participants, the first author and a second independent rater who did not run the study 
categorized cues into one of the four cue content categories, as well as into one of the three cue origin categories. Agreement among raters was good for 
(A) trigger content (Cohen’s kappa = 0.64) and excellent for (B) trigger origin (Cohen’s kappa = 0.73) classification. In case of disagreement, the first 
author’s rating was used. 
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Table B 
Definition of Cue Categories and Examples of Descriptions in the Diary  

Category Definition Example 

A. Content 
1. US Referents to the US including:  

- Thoughts/linguistic referents such as hearing someone talk about violence;  
- sensory and perceptual experiences such as the sound of movie soundtracks or the sight of objects 

resembling elements of the film clips;  
- physiological/emotional states. 

„showering and seeing water on the ground” (B1) 
“hearing the word pain” (B1) 
„numb arm from laying on it, made me think of 
amputated arm” (B2) 

2. CS Referents to the CS including:  
- thoughts/linguistic referents such as thinking about the CS faces;  
- sensory and perceptual experiences such as the sight of persons or faces;  
- physiological or mood states. 

„seeing a similar face” (B1) 
“woman on bike” (B1) 
„two people on the sideway” (B1) 

3. Experimental 
context 

Referents to the wider experimental context including:  
- thoughts/linguistic referents, such as hearing someone talk about any study participation;  
- sensory and perceptual experiences such as the sight of elements from the experimental context (e.g. 

smartphones) or the sound of the MRI scanner;  
- physiological or mood states. 

„switching on the study phone” (B1) 
“cables“ (B1) 
„seeing study instruction sheet” (B1) 

4.Unspecific 
elements 

Cues not clearly resembling the US, CS, or wider experimental context, including abstract cues, 
perceptual/sensory cues, and state cues. 

„waiting for the train” (B1) 
“open window in empty house” (B1) 
“thinking about yesterday” (B2) 

B. Origin 
1. External External source in the environment, including sensory and perceptual experiences 
2. Internal Internal source, such as bodily sensations (e.g., pain, being cold), thoughts, and emotional states (e.g., feeling fearful) 
3. Mixed Any combination of an internal and external cue, or when unclear whether cue is internal or external  

Appendix C. Overview of statistical models and respective formula  

Table C 
Overview of Bayesian Multilevel Models used to predict extinction effects on US and CS intrusions  

US intrusions I US_intrusions ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × Con × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 + Day | Subject)  

II US_intrusions ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 + Day | Subject)  

III US_intrusions ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 + Day | Subject) 

CS intrusions I CS_intrusions ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 + Day | Subject)  

II CS_intrusions ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 + Day | Subject)  

III CS_intrusions ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 + Day | Subject) 

Note. Models were fitted in two parts, where the first lognormal part of the model predicted the amount of non-zero intrusions with 
a lognormal distribution, and the second hurdle part of the model predicted the probability of zero intrusions with a binomial 
distribution. Abbreviations: US-EXP = US-expectancy; VAL = valence; SCR = skin conductance responses; CS = conditioned 
stimuli; US = unconditioned stimuli; hu = hurdle. 

Appendix D. Results of sensitivity analyses (random-intercept-only vs. random-slopes BMLMs)  

Table D 
Comparison between random-intercept-only and random-slopes Bayesian Multilevel Models to predict extinction effects on US and CS intrusions    

Formula Expected log posterior density   

diff se 

US-ints I-rs US_ints ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 + Day | Subject) 

− 2.5 2.0 

I-nrs US_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 | Subject) 

0 0 

II-rs US_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 + Day | Subject) 

− 4 2.2 

II-nrs US_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 | Subject) 

0 0 

III-rs US_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 + Day | Subject) 

− 1.0 2.6 

III-nrs US_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 | Subject) 

0 0 

CS-ints I-rs CS_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 + Day | Subject) 

− 3.7 1.2 

I-nrs CS_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 | Subject) 

0 0 

II-rs CS_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 + Day | Subject) 

− 3.7 1.6 

II-nrs 0 0 

(continued on next page) 
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Table D (continued )   

Formula Expected log posterior density   

diff se 

CS_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 | Subject) 

III-rs CS_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 + Day | Subject) 

− 4.5 1.7 

III-nrs CS_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 | Subject) 

0 0 

Note. Comparisons carried out with K-fold cross-validation. Data were randomly portioned in K subsets of equal size. Then the model was refit 10 times, each time 
leaving out one of the K subsets. K was equal to the number of observations (N = 336). Higher expected log posterior density values indicate better fit. Abbreviations: 
lin = linear; mon =monotonic; diff = difference; se = standard error; US-EXP = US-expectancy; VAL = valence; SCR = skin conductance responses; CS = conditioned 
stimuli; US = unconditioned stimuli; ints = intrusions; hu = hurdle; rs =model with random slopes; nrs =model with no random slopes. 

Appendix E. Results of sensitivity analyses (linear vs. monotonic BMLMs)  

Table E 
Comparison between linear and monotonic Bayesian Multilevel Models to predict extinction effects on US and CS intrusions    

Formula Expected log posterior density   

diff se 

US-ints I-lin US_ints ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 + Day | Subject) 

− 4.3 4.5 

I-mon US_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × mo (Day) + (1 + mo (Day) | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × mo (Day) + (1 + mo (Day) | Subject) 

0 0 

II-lin US_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 + Day | Subject) 

− 3.7 4.1 

II-mon US_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × mo (Day) + (1 + mo (Day) | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × mo (Day) + (1 + mo (Day) | Subject) 

0 0 

III-lin US_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 + Day | Subject) 

− 0.2 4.2 

III-mon US_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × mo (Day) + (1 + mo (Day) | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × mo (Day) + (1 + mo (Day) | Subject) 

0 0 

CS-ints I-lin CS_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × Day + (1 + Day | Subject) 

− 0.4 3.5 

I-mon CS_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × mo (Day) + (1 + mo (Day) | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityUS-EXP × mo (Day) + (1 + mo (Day) | Subject) 

0 0 

II-lin CS_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × Day + (1 + Day | Subject) 

0 0 

II-mon CS_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × mo (Day) + (1 + mo (Day) | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilityVAL × mo (Day) + (1 + mo (Day) | Subject) 

− 6.2 3.1 

III-lin CS_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 + Day | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × Day + (1 + Day | Subject) 

0 0 

III-mon CS_ints ~ 1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × mo (Day) + (1 + mo (Day) | Subject), 
Hu ~1 + Group × ConditionabilitySCR × mo (Day) + (1 + mo (Day) | Subject) 

− 1.0 3.6 

Note. Comparison linear and monotonic models carried out with K-fold cross-validation. Data were randomly portioned in K subsets of equal size. Then the model was 
refit 10 times, each time leaving out one of the K subsets. K was equal to the number of observations (N = 336). Higher expected log posterior density values indicate 
better fit. Abbreviations: lin = linear; mon =monotonic; diff = difference; se = standard error; US-EXP = US-expectancy; VAL = valence; SCR = skin conductance 
responses; CS = conditioned stimuli; US = unconditioned stimuli; ints = intrusions; hu = hurdle. 

Appendix F. Plots depicting expected means for whole models 
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Fig. F.I. Solid lines depict the regression fit, shaded areas represent 95% credible intervals. Expected means for whole models (function of both zero (hurdle) and 
non-zero (lognormal) parts of the models, i.e., US intrusions predicted by Group and ConditionabilityUS-EXP (I), ConditionabilityVAL (II), and ConditionabilitySCR (III) 
including both zero and non-zero responses). Higher values represent more US intrusions. For illustrative purposes and better appreciation, plots depict non-mean- 
centered Conditionability estimates. Abbreviations: ACQ-only = acquisition-only participants; ACQ+EXT = acquisition plus extinction participants; US-EXP = US- 
expectancy; VAL = Valence; SCR = skin conductance response; US = unconditioned stimuli.  
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Fig. F.II. Solid lines depict the regression fit, shaded areas represent 95% credible intervals. Expected means for whole models (function of both zero (hurdle) and 
non-zero (lognormal) parts of the models, i.e., US intrusions predicted by Day, Group and ConditionabilityUS-EXP (I), ConditionabilityVAL (II), and ConditionabilitySCR 
(III) including both zero and non-zero responses). Higher values represent more US intrusions. For illustrative purposes and better appreciation, plots depict non- 
mean-centered Conditionability estimates. Abbreviations: ACQ-only = acquisition-only participants; ACQ+EXT = acquisition plus extinction participants; US- 
EXP = US-expectancy; VAL = Valence; SCR = skin conductance response; US = unconditioned stimuli.  
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Fig. F.III. Solid lines depict the regression fit, shaded areas represent 95% credible intervals. Expected means for whole models (function of both zero (hurdle) and 
non-zero (lognormal) parts of the models, i.e., CS intrusions predicted by Group and ConditionabilityUS-EXP (I), ConditionabilityVAL (II), and ConditionabilitySCR (III) 
including both zero and non-zero responses). Higher values represent more CS intrusions. For illustrative purposes and better appreciation, plots depict non-mean- 
centered Conditionability estimates. Abbreviations: ACQ-only = acquisition-only participants; ACQ+EXT = acquisition plus extinction participants; US-EXP = US- 
expectancy; VAL = Valence; SCR = skin conductance response; CS = conditioned stimuli. 
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